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Abstract  

For higher data rate and attractive price level internet service Very High Data rate Subscriber Line 

 2 (VDSL2) is a perfect option. VDSL2 is a great achievement in Digital Subscriber Line (DSL) 

technology. It has a good impact in modern triple play (Voice, Data and Video) Internet service but for 

modern world applications required more data rate than the VDSL2 system can provide but it should 

be inexpensive and easy to install. So the desired goal of this thesis work is to achieve higher bitrates 

for VDSL2 system, by transmitting multiple VDSL2 signal using Plastic Optical Fiber (POF) channel 

instead of copper channel. POF channel is a suitable solution for high data rate application. Moreover 

POF is very rugged and suitable for high data rate application because of optical based transmission 

and it’s also very easy to implement into the interior networking. Moreover POF doesn’t have any 

impact of Electro Magnetic Interference because of optical transmission. So several VDSL2 signals 

are amplitude modulated to allocate specific frequency band and combined together which can be 

called as frequency division multiplexing and POF is used as channel to carry the combined signal 

which provide much higher bit rate than single signal and efficiently utilize the bandwidth of the 

channel. Then at the receiver end the combined signals are split and amplitude demodulate at the 

respective receiver to recover the expected frequency band for the receiver.         

 

This application is suitable to provide high data rate triple play internet service for interior network for 

home, office or industry which is challenge for modern internet service. The proposed system can 

provide almost double data rate than the present VDSL2 system.  
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1 Introduction 

In the present world high speed communication is a main issue for our daily life. Video conference, 

email and voice call now become more common thing in these days. At the office now-a-days video 

conferencing is more common thing; moreover voice call over internet and video playing through 

internet is required for different purpose. At the same time people need to transfer bulky files within 

very short time at office and home as well. All of this application required very high data rate internet 

line. Very high data rate subscriber line (VDSL) is a good solution for high data rate internet. Very 

high data rate subscriber line 2 (VDSL2) is the improved version of the original VDSL. This is 

modern high speedy loop based internet technology over twisted pair. VDSL2 is standardized by the 

ITU in G.993.2.  

The DSL technology was invented in early of 1980 at that time provide video to the customer was a 

great challenge. Afterwards VDSL comes to the market and it can provide high data rates over 

relatively short distance. VDSL provides high speedy data service over twisted pair or unshielded 

twisted and coaxial cable also. Usually VDSL can provide down stream speed from 13 Mbps to         

55 Mbps and up stream speed from 1.5 Mbps to 26 Mbps depending on the lengths of the loop. 

VDSL2 is the upgrade version of VDSL technology. It provides higher data rate up to 100 Mbps 

which can support HDTV, Video on Demand (VoD). So the high data rate internet services can be 

provide by VDSL2 with Fiber-To-The-Cabinet (FTTC) technology. In this scenario the cabinet is 

placed near the customer premises equipment. 

 

There are different available profiles for VDSL2. These profiles are differs from one to another 

according to the band plan. Such as VDSL2 with 8a, 8b, 8c and 8d profile uses 8MHz of bandwidth, 

which supports up to 50 Mbps data rate. VDSL2 profile 12a, 12b provides 12 MHz of bandwidth, 

which support data rates up to 68 Mbps. VDSL2 profile 17a (17 MHz of bandwidth) and 30a (30 MHz 

bandwidth) supports data rate up to 100 Mbps. 

 

Though the VDSL2 can provide very high data rate about 100 Mbps but for ultra high data rate 

applications in present world, we required more data rate than the VDSL2 service can provide. So the 

main target of this thesis is to design a cost effective system which can provides higher data rate by 

combining multiple VDSL2 signals to utilized the bandwidth of the channel and split the signal to the 

corresponding VDSL2 receiver. To combine Frequency division multiplexing (FDM) several VDSL2 

signal and allocate into the band of the channel, amplitude modulation will be done. Moreover to split 

the multiplex signal and received by the proper receiver amplitude demodulation will be implemented.  
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Instead of copper channel, from VDSL2 transmitter to receiver POF can be implemented which is 

suitable for high data rate applications and moreover it has no influence of EMI radiation.  

 

To achieve the main target of the thesis, the system overview of FDM implementation by amplitude 

modulator and demodulator system is going to discuss here in brief. The VDSL2 30a profile signal is 

used for this purpose because this is suitable for short distance application along with high data rate 

and this system will be implemented for interior networking. The VDSL2 30a has 30 MHz band width 

and 100 Mbps of data rate as mentioned earlier, on the other hand POF has 60 MHz of bandwidth 

which is used in this thesis purpose. The reasons for the band limitation of POF are discuss in details 

in section-1.3. Suppose there are two transmitter of VDSL2 30a profile to provide high data rate 

service by frequency division multiplexing their transmitted signal. So after filtering one of them is 

directly go to the combiner. Another VDSL2 signal is amplitude modulated and afterwards filtering to 

take only lower side band and connected to the combiner for multiplexing. The lower side band is 

chosen because it occupied only 30-60 MHz and this will combine with 0-30 MHz signal. So total 0-

60 MHz band is occupied which is perfect for bandwidth of POF channel. Otherwise if we choose the 

upper side band 60-90 MHz, it will beyond the bandwidth of POF channel.  

 

Since the high data rate system is the main concern that’s why this profile is used for up and 

downstream. At VDSL2 receiver end the multiplex signals are split by filtering and the amplitude 

demodulation is performed to de-multiplex multiple VDSL2 signal and retrieve the signal at the 

corresponding receiver by filtering. The main reason is to keep the data rate higher and keep the bit 

error rate as low as possible by utilizing the proper bandwidth of POF channel. This procedure is 

discussed in details in Section 2.2. 

 

The basic target of this thesis is to verify that amplitude modulation and demodulation works properly 

with VDSL2 system, to implement the FDM of several VDSL2 signal along with copper and POF 

channel. So basically the thesis work is developing into two parts. In MATLAB simulation, VDSL2 

transmitter transmits the base band signal of 30 MHz band. The signal should be interpolated and 

modulated. In the receiver end similarly the modulated signal is demodulated then decimated. 

Afterwards calculating the bit error by comparing the transmitted data and received data. 
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In the other part the simulation concept is implementing in the practical field. In Teleconnect GmbH 

signal from the central office VDSL2 transmitter (Central Office (CO)) should be modulated using 

suitable mixer and demodulate in the receiver (Customer Premises Equipments (CPE)) end along with 

copper and POF channel. Moreover the corresponding band of signal should be cut off using a low 

pass filter at the receiver end. However same process should be done also from CPE to CO end. This 

provides high data rate service, which fulfill the challenge of VDSL2 technology. The block diagram 

of modulation and demodulation is given below: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1.1: Block diagram of modulator and demodulator 

 

1.1 Basic Idea for Modulation and Demodulation  

 

For amplitude modulate and demodulate the signal from the transmitter, the following condition 

should be fulfilled. 
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• A multiplier is required which can modulate the base band signal from the transmitter and 

modulate with the carrier frequency. The functional bandwidth of this multiplier should be 

DC to greater than 30 MHz.  

• The same multiplier should be used in case of demodulation at the receiver end. 

• Filter is required to cut the required band of the demodulated signal. This should be 

implemented in the down conversion side. 

• Pilot sequences are used for clock synchronization 

• Single side band could be a good option to optimize the bandwidth of the channel. 

 

1.2 Basics Idea about POF  

  

Optical fiber is a good solution for short loop high data rate networking. As the main concern of 

modern internet network is high speed. So this thesis discusses about the interior high speed 

networking. So as a matter of fact POF is a good solution for short distance and high data rate 

network. Now days POF can provide high data rate and it is not very expensive. POF is ideally suited 

for high bandwidth applications like as IPTV or other triple play service. POF is the most robust 

technology for 100 Mbps optical fast Ethernet and in the next 1 Gbps optical gigabits Ethernet 

networks.    

 

The data rate of POF is depending on the length. As the length increase the attenuation is increased. 

POF is very light weight and easy to install in the network because of its flexibility.  

 

As Ethernet/IP into the machine area environment is concern. Like as to provide high data rate internet 

connection in any company or industry which has EMI radiation POF is the best solution to provide 

the connection between central office to the home, office, company or industry. Moreover POF has no 

influence of EMI radiation because it is optic based solution of data transmission. Ultrathin 2.2 mm 

diameter POF can be easily installed inside the wall or out side the wall. Even under the carpet or the 

place where usually cables are typically runs. Moreover beside the electrical wire it’s possible to place 

the POF because it doesn’t have any impact of electrical noise.   

 

POF is also rugged and durable technology so that the bend and twist doesn’t causes of loss, 

degradation of bandwidth or data rate. LUMINOUS-1000W POF model is used as channel in this 

thesis work. 
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POF uses PMMA (acrylic) as general purpose resin as core material and fluorinated polymers for 

cladding material. In large diameter fibers core comprises 96 % of the cross section to allow the 

transmission of the light (Figure 1.2). The light from the optical transmitter has usually wavelength of 

650 nm [4]. Moreover quartz fiber is also used as infrastructure and home connection.   

 

 

 

 

Figure 1.2: Photo of POF (Top) and Structure of POF (Bottom)  

 

Recently POF provides high temperature, low loss solutions. Currently POF in point to point 

connection POF can support 100 Mbps up to 75 m with 0.5 NA (Numerical Aperture) cable and using 

more powerful cable with 0.3 NA 100 Mbps data rate can be provided up to 100 meters.  Using 

advanced technology of Light Emitting Diode (LED) and Vertical Cavity Surface Emitting Laser 

(VCSEL), POF can support 1.25 Gbps data rate over 40 m length under the lab condition [8]. 

 

For data transmission over POF optical transmitter and receiver are required. Figure-1.3 shows a block 

diagram of POF (LUMINOUS-1000W) along with optical transmitter and receiver (FC300T 

prototype).  
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Figure 1.3: Block diagram of POF system 

 

Optical transmitter is consisting of LED which converts the voltage signal into optical signal and pass 

through the POF. Similarly the optical receiver consists of optical sensor which converts the optical 

signal into voltage signal. The equivalent circuit of optical transmitter and receiver (prototype) from 

firecomms (arrow shows the direction of light) which is used here is given in Figure 1.4. 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1.4: Optical transmitter (left) and receiver (right) from firecomms (FC300T)  

Then the BALUN at the optical receiver end convert the differential into common mode signal for 

demodulation and impedance matching with the demodulator also.  The real scenario of the POF 

system is given in Figure 1.5. 

 

 

 

 

 

Rx cathode 

Rx cathode 

Tx cathode 

Tx cathode 

Optical Transmitter POF 

 

Optical reciever 

BALUN 

(differential to 

common mode 

conversion) 
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Figure 1.5: POF (25 meter) is connected with POF system 

 

In the above picture the optical transmitter & receiver is placed on the Printed Circuit Board (PCB), 

the transmitter and receiver required +3.3 V. The coaxial cable is connected the optical transmitter 

with the modulator output. As the input of the optical transmitter is single port and output port is 

differential. A BALUN is connected with the differential output of the receiver to transfer the signal to 

the demodulator input and matched the impedance of the demodulator with the POF system. 

 

Wavelength of the LED of POF transmitter is another important factor for data transmission over POF. 

650 nm wavelength of light which is used in this thesis the attenuation is 125dB/km [4]. The 650 nm 

wavelength LED is most commonly used and it’s available that’s why this is used here. For interior 

networking the POF length will not be very long. So this wavelength at the optical transmitter LED is 

good choice.  

1.3 Profiles of VDSL2  

There are different profiles for VDSL2 system as mentioned earlier. Here is a brief discussion about 

their Number of sub-channels (Tone D/S), tone spacing and other essential parameters showed in 

Table 1.1. 

Table 1.1: Profile details of VDSL2 

Profiles  8a,8b,8c and 8d 12a, 12b 17a  30a 

Bandwidth 8 MHz 12 MHz 17 MHz 30 MHz 

Tones D/S 1,971 2,770 4,095 3,479  

Tone Spacing KHz 4.3125 4.3125 4.3125 8.625 

Tx Power D/S dBm +17.5, +20.5,+11.5  +14.5 +14.5 +14.5 

Data rate 50 Mbps 68 Mbps 100 Mbps 100 Mbps 
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The practical circuit design and measurement of this project is work with the VDSL2 profile 17a 

because of some restrictions. This modulation / demodulation have to be implemented in Teleconnect 

GmbH, where VDSL2 profile 30a is the standard for the high data rate applications. The limitation is 

the cutting procedure of POF, modal desperation of POF channel and the optical transmitter and 

receiver (prototype) of POF can support maximum 60 MHz bandwidth. If the modulated signal has 

more than 60 MHz of band then the signal will be extremely attenuated, which causes high bit error 

rate. But the circuit have to be design in such way that it can also fit for VDSL2 30a profile excluding 

the low pass filter at receiver end. For 30a profile the band of the low pass filter should have band of 

30 MHz instead of 17 MHz band low pass filter. 

1.4 Performance of 30a Profile  

VDSL2 profile is suitable for fiber to the home application. The data rate is decreased because of 

distance. If the length of POF increase the data rate decreases. It can provide 110 Mbps down stream 

speed over very short loop like as 1 kft length of POF, as well as up stream speed of 100 Mbps (Figure 

1.7). The following figure shows the performance of 30a profile with respect to loop length. 

 

 

Figure 1.6: Relation between data rate and loop length 

 

VDSL2 30a profile uses up to +14.5 dBm as transmission power; the tone spacing is 8.625 kHz. It 

uses 3479 tones in 30 MHz band. Similarly for 17a profile uses up to +14.5 dBm as transmission 

power. However 4095 tones are used in 17 MHz band along with 4.3125 kHz of tone spacing. The 

basic idea of the proposed system and the POF channel is discussed here. Afterwards the theory of 

multiplex several VDSL2 signal based on amplitude modulation and demodulation is discussed at next 

chapter. Based on the theory, the system is design and verify in MATLAB simulation. The 

modulator/demodulator circuits are designed based on the concept of simulation and analysis the 

results. 
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2 Theory 

Since the main purpose of this thesis is enhanced the data rate of VDSL2 system and full utilization of 

channel bandwidth of POF for interior networking. So to implement frequency division multiplexing 

of the VDSL2 signal, amplitude modulation and demodulation is the tool. So this chapter discuss 

about the basic theory of the amplitude modulation and demodulation. This thesis emphasis on normal 

coherent demodulation process (without carrier recovery) but the basic idea of carrier recovery is also 

discussed. This chapter gives a theoretical overview of the proposed system using amplitude 

modulator and demodulator for VDSL2 signal and also discuss the impact of the POF and copper 

channel.  Moreover the advantages and disadvantages of amplitude modulation and demodulation are 

also concern of this chapter.  

2.1 Basic Theory of Amplitude Modulation and Demodulation 

Modulation is a process to carry a signal in a long distance. Like a piece of paper is not possible to 

travel a long distance by itself but wrapping it around a stone it can be thrown over a long distance. 

Here the piece of paper is baseband signal and the stone is considered as carrier. In general 2 types of 

modulation are available: 

 

• Analog Modulation  

• Digital Modulation 

 

In this thesis analog modulation is the main topic because the base band signal from VDSL2 system is 

to be analog modulated from the transmitting end and demodulated in the receiver end. There are 

various types of analog modulation such as: 

 

• Amplitude Modulation (AM) 

• Phase Modulation (PM)  

• Frequency Modulation (FM) 

 

Here simple amplitude modulation is implemented. It is discuss below. 
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Amplitude Modulation 

 

It is known as linear Modulation where the bandwidth of the modulated spectrum is same for upper 

and lower side band. It has small bandwidth compared to other modulation system and it is not power 

efficient because the demodulated received spectrum has half power than the base band signal. It is 

used in AM radio, TV video Broadcasting, point-to-point communication. Transmission of many 

telephone channels over microwave links. 

 

The commonly used amplitude modulation is Double Side Band Amplitude Modulation (DSB AM). 

But in this case Double Side Band Suppressed Carrier Amplitude Modulation (DSB-SC) is 

implemented. In this modulation system the carrier frequency is suppressed or transmitting relatively 

low power to recover the carrier for non-coherent AM demodulation. The DSB-SC has low power 

consumption. It has double bandwidth of the main message signal [13]. 

 

It is very simple to understand. Suppose transmitter just uses the baseband signal m(t). The carrier 

signal is c(t) and frequency of carrier signal is fc. So the mathematical form of them is: 

 

               Baseband: m(t)                                                               (2.1) 

                                                        Carrier: ( ) cos(2 )cc t f tπ=
                                                          

(2.2) 

AM: ( ) ( )* ( ) ( ) cos(2 )cu t m t c t m t f tπ= =
                                                

 (2.3) 

 

The block diagram of the modulator is given in figure-2.1. In the figure u(t) is the modulated signal in 

time domain. 

 

\ 

Figure 2.1: DSB-SC AM Modulator 

 

m(t) 

cos(2 )cf tπ  

( ) ( ) cos(2 )cu t m t f tπ=  

multiplier 
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The properly modulated signal in time domain is showed in Figure 2.2.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2.2: Double side band suppressed carrier amplitude modulated signal in time domain 

 

In case of frequency spectrum the Fourier transform of the modulated signal gives: 

 

1 1

1 1
( ) [ ( ) cos(2 )] ( ) ( )

2 2
c c cU f F m t f t M f f M f fπ= = − + +

                     
(2.4)  

 

In the figure U(f) is the modulated signal in frequency domain. In the communication system the 

baseband signal has frequency of f1. However the carrier has a frequency of fc. So at the right side the 

base band signal occupies the spectrum in frequency axis from fc to f1+fc. This is called upper side 

band. Similarly in the left side the baseband signal occupies from fc to fc- f1. So the double side band 

modulated spectrum occupies the frequency domain from fc- f1 to fc+ f1. Therefore the bandwidth for 

required for this system is B=2 f1. 

 

 

 

 

 

______ Baseband 

 

_______ Modulated Signal  

t 

m(t) 
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Figure 2.3: Baseband spectrum before modulation 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2.4: DSB-SC AM signal in frequency domain with power of modulated signal 

 

The power of the modulated signal can be representing by the following equations :  

 

                                                                  
2

u

P
P =

                                                                           

(2.5)  

Considered the amplitude of the carrier signal is 1. The bandwidth of the modulated signal is 2f. 

Where f is the frequency of the baseband signal.  
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Amplitude Demodulation 

 

Demodulation is the reverse process of modulation. This is the process of extracting the baseband 

signal from modulated signal. There are two types of demodulation: 

 

• Coherent demodulation 

• Non-Coherent demodulation 

 

Since coherent with carrier recovery is an efficient technique of AM demodulation, where the carrier 

is recover from the modulated signal. However, the process is very complex and time consuming to 

design. In this thesis normal coherent demodulator is used, but the idea is to implement the carrier 

recovery technique using phase lock loop (PLL), which is discussing theoretically. In normal coherent 

technique same carrier of modulator side with same frequency and phase is used in demodulator side. 

This carrier is multiply with the modulated signal. So by this way the base band signal is recovered. 

The block diagram for coherent demodulation is in Figure 2.5. 

 

 

Figure 2.5:Coherent demodulator 

 

Here frequency and phase of the carrier should be synchronized to the carrier of incoming modulated 

signal. Afterwards a low pass filter with bandwidth f is used to cutoff the expected band in the 

demodulation side .  

 

In frequency domain the DSB-SC AM demodulation equation is: 

 

(2.6)  

( ) ( ) cos(2 )cu t m t f tπ=  

cos(2 )cf tπ  

1 1
( ) ( ) cos(2 ) cos(2 ) ( ) ( ) cos(4 )

2 2
c c c

y t m t f t f t m t m t f tπ π π= = +  

Low pass filter 
1

( )
2

m t  

1 1

1 1 1
( ) ( ) ( 2 ) ( 2 )

2 4 4
c cY f M f M f f M f f= + − + +
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Figure 2.6: Coherent demodulation in frequency domain with low pass filter 

 

The received power of DSB-SC is showed in Equation 2.7. Here Pr is the received power and P is the 

power of base band spectrum.  

                                                   

                                                                  
  
Pr =P/4                          

                                                
( )2.7  

 

In practical case the phase synchronization is very hard task but it has a huge impact to recover the 

base band signal. Phase deviation into the carrier at demodulation side might cause phase error. As a 

result the recover signal could be fully distorted. From the following figure we can get an idea about 

the impact of phase error . 
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1 1
( ) ( )cos(2 )cos(2 ) ( ) ( )cos(4 )

2 2
c c c

y t m t f t f t m t m t f tπ π ϕ π ϕ= + = + +

Figure 2.7: Impact of phase error in AM demodulation 

 

So the low pass filter output signal is showed by Equation 2.8, where m(t) is baseband signal. 

S=
1

( )cos( )
2

m t ϕ                                                                    (2.8)   

If the phase is synchronized means if there is no phase error thenϕ =0. So the received signal is                 

                                                               S=
1

( )
2

m t
                                                                             

(2.9) 

In case of phase error, the power of received signal is half it means 3 dB power loss occurs when 

ϕ =π /4, 
2cos ( ) 1/ 2ϕ = . On the other hand nothing can be recovered when ϕ =π /2, because for this 

value ofϕ , 
2cos ( ) 0ϕ = . 

 

For single side band demodulation the main signal is multiplied with the carrier along with some 

additional operations. Single side band modulation is implemented by Hartley method with Hilbert 

transform. The basic purpose of Hilbert transform is it can 90 degree shift the signal. By Hartley 

method either upper or lower side band is sustain and other part is discarded.  

 

( ) ( )cos(2 )c cu t A m t f tπ=  

cos(2 )cf tπ ϕ+  

 

Low pass Filter 1
( )cos( )

2
m t ϕ
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The main signal is multiply with the carrier and the main signal is Hilbert transformed and multiplies 

with 90 degree phase shifted carrier also and only imaginary parts are taken from the Hilbert 

transformed signal [7]. Afterwards the both signals are subtracted to get the lower SSB signal. 

 

Here only lower SSB AM procedure is mentioned because of the bandwidth limitations of POF 

channel as mentioned earlier. The block diagram for lower SSB AM modulation is given in Figure 2.8:  

 

 

Figure 2.8: Single side band Modulation using hilbert transforms [7] 

 

Though this is very efficient method for SSB modulation, but the Hilbert transform required digital 

filter which is expensive and not suitable for this thesis purpose. As the modulator and demodulator 

system should not be expensive. So another simple and inexpensive procedure is followed. This is 

band pass filter method. By using this only the lower side band of the modulated spectrum is cutoff. 

The block diagram is given below: 

 

   

Figure 2.9: Double side band to single side band conversion using Band pass filter 

 

Since the filter method is not accurate and efficient but because of inexpensive and less complexity 

this is a good solution. Because in real life the band pass filter cannot be accurate enough. So it shall 

cutoff less or more spectrum than expected.  
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Figure 2.10: Real cut off region of the BPF  

 

As a result this cause interference the modulated spectrum with the other spectrum because several 

spectrums are combined for higher bit rate and some part of upper sideband spectrum (The black stripe 

region in Figure 2.10) can be discarded. Since the real components of the filter is different from the 

theoretical value. This scenario is unexpected for demodulation. So the bit error rate is increased at the 

receiver end.  

 

Moreover another opinion could be use a band pass filter which cut off the fewer regions (blue stripe 

in Figure 2.10) of the lower side band near carrier frequency. It seems like almost accurate but it has 

discarded the pilot signal which placed at the discarded region near the carrier frequency. This pilot 

signals are called training sequence which are essential to estimate the path from VDSL2 transmitter 

to receiver. Moreover the carrier is also lost. So if the training sequences are discarded, then the path 

and channel from VDSL2 transmitter to receiver cannot be estimated by the VDSL2 system which 

shows error into the system. However the non-coherent demodulation cannot be implemented since 

the carrier is totally discarded from the modulated signal.     
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2.2 Basic Overview of multiplexing multiple VDSL2 signal using 

amplitude modulation and demodulation of Discrete Multi 

Tone (DMT) signal  

As mentioned earlier to frequency division multiplexing of multiple VDSL2 spectrums, one signal 

should be remain same but others should be frequency shifted. Like the entire VDSL2 transmitter (CO 

or CPE) has 30 MHz bandwidth, so one should be 0 to 30 MHz another should be move to 30 to 60 

MHz (30a profile is marked as black in Figure 2.1). So for shifting the VDSL2 spectrum amplitude 

modulation has to be performed and the combined for proper bandwidth utilization of the channel. 

Moreover at the receiver end the amplitude demodulation should be performed to retrieve the 

spectrum which is shifted. Because all the VDSL2 system has 30 MHz band it cannot detect other 

frequency band. So the model of the system is shown in Figure 2.11. 

 

 

Figure 2.11: Proposed system to transmit VDSL2 signal from CPE to CO with proper channel 
utilization (VDSL2 30a (30MHz) is marked by black and VDSL2 17a (17MHz) is marked by blue) 

 

Now the VDSL2 spectrum from the CPE1 and CPE2 is given below. Both of them has bandwidth  

of 138KHz to 30 MHz. Usually this is the band for VDSL2 signal of 30a profile.  
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Figure 2.12: Spectrum from CPE1 and CPE2 

 

VDSL2 signal from CPE2 is amplitude modulated with 60 MHz carrier and double side band 

spectrum is produce. Afterwards only lower side band is taken which can be called the single side 

band amplitude modulation. SSB AM is used to utilize the bandwidth of the channel efficiently. 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2.13: Double side band (top )and Single side band (bottom) Amplitude modulated VDSL2 
spectrum from CPE2   

 

By using an impedance matching combiner both signals are combined and pass through the POF 

channel.  
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Figure 2.14: Combining two different frequency bands to transmit through the POF  

  

At the receiver (CO) end the signal should be recovered so the impedance matched splitter can be used 

to properly split the signal into two bands respectively. Afterwards spectrum of 30 MHz band cut by a 

low pass filter to remove unwanted signals then goes to the CO1. Other spectrum from 30-60 MHz  

 

(Marked by black in Figure 2.5) is split by a band pass filter and down converted by 60 MHz carrier. 

After down conversion the expected band (0-30 MHz) is cut by a low pass filter to remove unwanted 

signal and goes to CO2. The block diagram of the CO receiver end is given in Figure 2.5.  

 

Figure 2.15: CO receiving end block diagram 

 

After splitting and BPF1 the spectrum for the CO1 is given below:  
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Figure 2.16: Received spectrum for CO1 

 

For CO2 another spectrum (30.138-60 MHz) is filtered and then down converted with 60 MHz carrier.   

Afterwards the spectrum is filtered with a low pass filter to get the expected band (0-30 MHz). The 

spectrums for corresponding steps are given below:  

 

 

Figure 2.17: Spectrum after BPF2 for CO2 

 

 

Figure 2.18: Down converted and low pass filtered spectrum for CO2  
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POF Channel 

 

In case of POF channel which is another important fact of this thesis, the scenario will be bit different. 

By replacing the copper channel by using POF the theoretical description of the spectrum are discuss 

here. Because of the optical transmitter, receiver, cutting and modal dispersion of the POF channel 

which is available in Teleconnect GmbH has 60 MHz bandwidth limit. So for the testing purpose we 

can use VDSL2 profile 17a as mentioned earlier. This profile supported 17 MHz baseband and 34.4 

MHz as carrier. So in the block diagram at Figure 2.1 and Figure 2.5 the proposed system will be 

change according to the specifications which is marked by blue color for POF channel (17a profile). 

All the functions are same here like as copper channel. So here only the modulation and demodulation 

procedure for 17a profile describe in brief. 

 

 

Figure 2.19: Base band signal (profile 17a) for vdsl2  

 

The signal from CPE 2 is unconverted by 34.4 MHz carrier for multiplexing. Because the POF 

channel support only 60 MHz maximum. So after that by band pass filtering the SSB from the DSB is 

taken. After that the modulated (frequency shifted) spectrum is multiplexed with the signal from CPE 

1. So the spectrum is given below: 
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Figure 2.20: Up converting signal by 34 MHz carrier and multiplexed 

 

At the receiver (CO) end the signal should be recovered so the impedance matched splitter can be used 

to properly de-multiplex the signal into two bands respectively. Afterwards spectrum of 17 MHz band 

cut by a low pass filter to remove unwanted signals then goes to the CO1. Other spectrum from 

17.138-34 MHz is split by a band pass filter (BPF-2 in Figure 2.5) and down converted by 34 MHz 

carrier (marked as blue in Figure 2.5). After down conversion the expected band (138 kHz-17 MHz) is 

cut by a low pass filter to remove unwanted signal (51.8-85.8 MHz in Figure 2.11) and goes to CO2. 

 

 

Figure 2.21: Down converting signal by 34.4 MHz carrier  

 

The low pass filter with 17 MHz cut off band is used. Which will cut the expected 17 MHz band and it 

should have higher attenuation at 51.8 MHz (Figure 2.21). So the unexpected double sideband signal 

at center frequency 68.8MHz will be attenuated (Figure 2.22).   
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Figure 2.22: Filtered received signal  

 

As The VDSL2 system is full duplex system, so the same modulator should be placed at CO end and 

same demodulator at CPE end, in order to send the signal from CO to CPE through POF for same 

band.   

 

The multiplier for amplitude modulation and demodulation must have less distortion and phase noise. 

Because if it has more noise and distortion it will add this with the modulated signal as a result it 

causes distortion of the received signal. The multiplier must have work in between 138 KHz to 30 

MHz (In this thesis 138 KHz to 17 MHz). Because VDSL2 band plan for 30a starts from 138 KHz to 

30 MHz. This provides 100 Mbps data rate for this challenging broadband internet market.  

 

Same multiplier is used in the demodulator circuit to down convert the modulated signal and a low 

pass filter is used to cut off the expected band depends on the VDSL2 profile (30MHz). Because of the 

band limitation of the POF channel, instead of DSB amplitude modulation SSB amplitude modulation 

is the efficient way. 

2.3 Phase Lock Loop (PLL) for Carrier Recovery: 

PLL is required for coherent AM demodulation with carrier recovery which is the efficient way of AM 

demodulation. Phase lock loop is not implemented in this project. But the theoretical idea of PLL is 

given here. PLL is closed loop frequency controlled system based on the phase difference of the 

signals. This could be implemented for the carrier recovery in coherent AM demodulation in the 

proposed system. The proposed PLL system is consists of the following parts: 

• Sharp band pass filter 

• Phase comparator 

• VCO 

• Loop filter 

• Frequency divider  
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Figure 2.23: Phase Lock Loop (PLL) implementation in coherent AM Demodulation with carrier recovery 

 

From Figure 2.23 the sharp band pass filter cut the expected carrier signal from the incoming 

modulated signal. The signal is compared with the signal generated from the VCO at demodulator side 

based on the phase difference of the signals to avoid the phase error at the recovered baseband signal 

at the receiver end. The output of the phase comparator is a voltage proportional to the phase 

difference of two input signals (generated and the cut off carrier). Afterwards the loop filter converts 

the signal into voltage, to bias the VCO which generate almost accurate carrier signal. Actually the 

loop filter controls the VCO and it also controls the dynamic characteristics of the PLL [14]. After that 

it sends the VCO output signal to the phase comparator again. The loop is locked when there is no 

phase difference between the generated signal and the cutoff carrier signal by band pass filter [15]. 

That signal is the expected recovered carrier signal for demodulation without any phase difference. 

Then the recovered carrier is multiply with modulated signal. As we know from the theory of AM that 

the phase error in carrier signal can distorted the recovered signal at receiving side.     
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2.4 Filter designing at demodulator side 

Since the POF has 60 MHz of bandwidth. So the 17a VDSL2 profile is used. As a result 17 MHz 

VDSL2 signal band is used as mentioned before. For the receiver end a filter is required to cutoff the 

17 MHz expected band. But 17 MHz is not enough because it has 3 dB attenuation at 17 MHz. As a 

result some data will be attenuated. For this reason the filter is design for 18 MHz band. The filter 

should be maximally flat which is similar to the Butterworth filter.  And the important issue is the 

characteristics impedance for the device available in Teleconnect is 135 ohm.  So after filtering 

BALUN or similar device can be used to transform the 50 ohm impedance to 135 ohm impedance. 

 

This filter should have at least 60 dB attenuation at frequency of 51.8 MHz because after 

demodulation the unwanted DSB modulated signal is generating at 51.8 MHz to 85.8 MHz.  To design 

the required filter the values of inductors and capacitors has to be calculate to cutoff the expected band 

and attenuate the outside of the band. 

 

Using the formula |w/wc|-1 as well as using the graph (Figure-2.24) to find the number of element of 

components to design the filter [10].  In this case for maximally flat, fc=18 MHz and 60 dB attenuation 

at 51.8 MHz we get n > 10. This means that it requires more than 10 components to design the filter 

[10].  

 

 

Figure 2.24: Attenuation vs Normalized frequency for maximally flat filter prototype [10] 

 

Using the following formulas (Equation 2.10 and 2.11) to calculate the value of capacitor and inductor 

for the low pass filter [10].   
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i
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R fπ
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 (2.10) 

In Equation 2.10, Ci is the value of capacitor in Farad, R0 is the characteristic impedance and fc is 

cutoff frequency. gi is the corresponding coefficient value from the table of required order filter [10].  

0 i
i

R g
   

2 c

L
fπ

=                                                                                  (2.11) 

In Equation 2.11, Li is the value of inductor in Henry. The values for the lumped components can be 

achieved. Afterwards the simulated filter circuit and the response of the low pass filter are discussed in 

measurement setup part (Chapter-4) in details. 

 

The MATLAB simulation is based on the theory of DSB and SSB amplitude modulation. But the 

circuit design and measurements are based on the discussed theory of DSB normal coherent amplitude 

modulation because of the limitations of hardware components which mentioned earlier. In the next 

chapters the simulation results based on the theory are discussed, after that the circuit design and 

measurement results are discussed.   
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3 MATLAB Simulation 

In this chapter MATLAB simulation of the proposed amplitude mod/demod system along with 

the VDSL2 transmitter and receiver for frequency division multiplexing of VDSL2 spectrum to 

proper utilization of POF channel is going to describe. The intention is by applying amplitude 

modulation and demodulation the in transmitter end VDSL2 spectrum is allocated into the band 

of channel for multiplexing and properly retrieved at proper VDSL2 receiver end by amplitude 

demodulation, this multiplexing doubled the data rate of VDSL2 system. Moreover VDSL2 

transmitter and receiver system is also discussed here. VDSL2 transmitter and receiver is mainly 

used DMT based solution which provides higher bit rate. So here mainly the feasibility of 

amplitude mod/demod system along with VDSL2 system is showed here. The model code of 

DMT based transmitter and receiver is achieve from MATLAB central. Then modify it according 

to the specification of VDSL2 system and afterwards apply interpolation to increase the 

resolution of the signal, Amplitude modulate the signal for frequency division multiplexing of the 

spectrum which increase the data rate of the VDSL2 system. Then at the receiver end the signal is 

decimated to decrease the resolution of the signal and demodulated the signal to receive the signal 

by proper VDSL2 receiver. Moreover the bit error rate is also calculated.       

 

3.1 VDSL2 Transmitter and Receiver   

 VDSL2 uses DMT, which provides very high data rate transmission and the adaptively of 

changing line condition. The DMT system is complex system but it provides high data rate with 

successful utilization of the bandwidth. Here DMT signal for VDSL2 30a profile is generated, 

interpolated and modulated in the transmitter side for frequency division multiplexing which will 

increase the data rate of VDSL2 system. Afterwards the modulated signal passing through the 

channel; which add white noise with the signal. On the other hand at the receiver side the signal is 

demodulated decimated for de-multiplexed the signal and receive by the respective VDSL2 

receiver. At last the bit error rate is calculated.  
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DMT subdivided the band limited communication channel into several orthogonal narrow band 

subcarriers to avoid the inter symbol interference [2]. The basic VDSL2 transmitter is consist of 

the following parts: 

 

• Bit allocation and generation for VDSL2 system 

• Constellation encoding 

• Calculate the IFFT of the encoded complex symbol (Parallel to serial) 

• Add cyclic prefix  

 

Bit Generation and Allocation for VDSL2 system  

 

In this part the usable data bandwidth is divided into usable sub-channel that assumed to be 

independent. The adaptive bit loading is used to loading the proper number of bits into the sub-

channels according to the SNR. Here 30a VDSL2 profile is used that’s why according to the 

specification of the 30a VDSL2 profile, total 4096 sub-channels are allocated which has spacing 

8 KHz in 30 MHz bandwidth. But 3479 sub-channels are carrying data bits, others are filled with 

zeros. Each of the sub-channels has symbol period of 125 us [3].  
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Figure 3.1: Water filling bit allocation in sub-cannels of a DMT system for 4096 sub-channel 
(left), from 4096 channel bit allocation for only 100 sub-channels (right) 
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DMT system is totally adaptive system. Every sub channel can have maximum 15 bits are 

allocated depending on the SNR. According to the path from VDSL2 transmitter to receiver the 

SNR is set up for the up or down stream band. Then the bits are allocated according to the SNR 

of per sub-channel. Water filling method is most commonly used and efficient bit allocation 

technique for DMT system. 

 

Water filling method for bit allocation is used here for fixed SNR. This is not main concern of 

this thesis, so this is implemented to make the model realistic form. That’s why this method is 

described briefly here. By this method according to the total SNR of the bandwidth (30 MHz). 

The SNR is subdivided among the sub-channels and bits are allocated into each sub-channel 

according to the corresponding SNR. Though the SNR is depending on transmission path, here to 

represent a simple model of water filling method is designed with 25 dB SNR. Usually SNR is 

high for low frequency and low for higher frequency. But as it is simple model to give a realistic 

flavor of the simulation. The SNR is constant and as well as bit allocation is constant at each sub-

channel. 

 

Here from symbol number 0 to 3479 contains data rest of them are filled with zero.  Moreover 

from the bit allocation Figure it can be say that for 25 dB SNR, maximum 4 bit can be allocated 

for each sub-channel according to the water filling algorithm attached in appendix A. 

 

Constellation Encoding  

 

The main purpose of the constellation encoding is using to adjust the allocated bits into the sub-

channels. So the encoded signal can pass through the channel. The data bits assigned inside the 

sub-channels are complex encoded and they are mapped into the constellation encoding to form 

complex sample [3].  
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Figure 3.2: Scatter plot of the complex symbols 

 

Every source bit stream is encoded into a set of QAM symbols, because QAM can support 

high data rate. Each of them represents a number of bits determined as a function of SNR of 

the associated sub-channel. Actually 16-QAM encoding is used here for 4 allocated bits per 

sub-channel, that’s why in scatter plot there are 16 symbols. So the bit error rate is decrease 

[11].  The plot of the complex encoded symbols consists of real and imaginary parts are given 

below:  
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Figure 3.3:  Complex encoded for all symbols (left) & Complex encoded for 100 symbols (left)  
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Calculate the IFFT of the encoded complex sequence 

 

The encoded complex data should be passing through the channel in time domain. That’s why the 

complex encoded data should be converting to the time domain signal and instead of complex 

value, it should be real [3].  

 

So the IFFT can convert the frequency domain signal into time domain. It provides only the real 

number sequences instead of complex number to the channel. But the number of symbols after 

IFFT is twice of the total number of symbol. This is a remarkable implementation in DMT 

systems to reduce the complexities [2]. 
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Figure 3.4: IFFT operation of constellation encoded for all symbols (left) and IFFT operation of 
constellation encoded for 100 symbols (right) 

 

In the Figure 3.4 we can analyze that only real parts are existing and the imaginary parts are 

discarded.  

 

Add Cyclic Prefix 

      

Cyclic prefix is an important factor to avoid Inter symbol interference (ISI) and maintain the 

continuity between the DMT symbols. If two VDSL2 spectrums are placed at side to side;  
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because of modal dispersion and delay spread channel can cause ISI. Afterwards at the 

receiver end after demodulation and decoding the data cannot be retrieved properly, so this 

increases the bit error rate. After the used symbols the unused tail samples are placed as 

prefix of total samples according to the index of the cyclic prefix [3]. Figure 3.5 shows that 

how the cyclic prefix is allocated into the symbol. 

 

 

 

Figure 3.5: Cyclic prefix allocation 

The cyclic prefix is useful also to simplify the equalization and this cyclic prefix symbols are 

stripped in the receiver end [14]. For 30a VDSL2 profile to choose the initial index of the cyclic 

prefix v=640 is used in simulation. 

 

Similarly the VDSL2 receiver consists of:  

 

• Remove cyclic prefix 

• Calculate FFT of the signal 

• Constellation decoding 

     

Remove cyclic prefix 

 

This part removes the cyclic prefix from the demodulated and decimated signal.  After removing 

the cyclic prefix samples the data samples are revealed [5]. 
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Calculate FFT of the signal  

 

This is the opposite part of the IFFT part. The complex sequence is obtained by 2N point FFT. 

Here N the number of total symbols in DMT system. The received signal from this part is 

equalized and demodulated [3].  The FFT and IFFT is the vital part of DMT system [3].   
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Figure 3.6: FFT of the received complex for all symbols (left) & FFT of the received complex for 
100 symbols (right) 

Moreover, this provides lower computational time than other subsystem with equalization. 

Actually for the VDSL2 receiver the real symbol should be transform into complex form for the 

constellation decoding. That’s why FFT of the received signal has to be performed. But the 

received complex symbols are not same as the transmitted complex symbols because of the 

impact of white noise. 

 

Constellation Decoding  

 

This part is doing the reverse of Constellation encoding.  The QAM symbols are decoded by 

constellation decoder to recover the digital data from the encoded symbol. The In phase and 

Quadrate components are revealed the received data per sub-channel. But this data are in parallel 

format. After parallel to serial conversion the data stream is received by the receiver [3]. The 

scatter plot of the received symbols in Figure 3.7: 
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Figure 3.7: The scatter plot of received symbols 

 

The symbols in the scatter plot are not accurate as transmitted symbols. The reason is discuss in 

details in Section 3.6. 

3.2 Interpolation at Modulation Side  

For modulate the base band signal we need to interpolate the signal. Because the purpose of the 

interpolation is to increase the resolution in time domain, for this reason the signal is transformed 

into frequency domain [6]. Afterwards zero is appending in the middle of the spectrum. Then the 

signal is converting into time domain and multiplies with interpolation factor. As a result the 

resolution is increased in the time domain signal [6]. The interpolation factor is calculated in 

Table-3.1: 
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Table 3.1 : Parameters for interpolation 

Parameter Value 

Symbol period for VDSL2: 125 us 

 

Symbol rate: 8 kHz 

 

Samples / symbol: 8832 

 

Sampling rate (Sr):  8832 * 8 KHz = 70.656 MHz 

 

Carrier Frequency: 60 MHz 

 

Sampling Frequency :  282.62 MHz 

 

After demodulation upper side band (USB): 150 MHz 

 

Interpolation value:  

 

(2*USB)/Sr = 4.24 = 4 

 

 

The base band signal in time domain and in frequency domain is given in Figure 3.8 :  
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Figure 3.8: Time domain signal without interpolation for 50 samples and  frequency spectrum in 
frequency domain without interpolation 

 

 After applying interpolation the signal is look like as below in frequency and in time domain: 
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Figure 3.9: Base band signal in time domain after interpolation for 200 samples (left) and 
baseband signal in frequency domain with interpolation (right)   

So from the Figure 3.9 we can analyze that the resolution is increased in time domain for 

applying the interpolation. It also shows that in main base band signal we have 50 sample points 

but after interpolation it increases to 200. It’s four times of main signal and here 4
th
 order 

interpolation is used. Moreover, an unexpected frequency spectrum comes at 31 MHz but this 

could be removed by the decimation. 
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3.3 Simulation of Up/Down converting system 

From theoretical analysis amplitude modulation and demodulation is suitable for Up/Down 

converting system. The direct MATLAB command ‘ammod’ is used for amplitude modulation. 

Here carrier frequency is used as 60 MHz for 30 MHz baseband signal. Usually carrier frequency 

should be at least double than the base band frequency, so 60 MHz frequency is used.  So the 

base band signal is multiply with the carrier signal which is cosine wave c(t) in Equation 3.1, 

                                            c(t)= cos(2* * * )
c s

f tπ                                                       (3.1) 

 In 3.1 ‘fc’ is the carrier frequency and ‘ts’ is the sampling time [8]. For sampling frequency 

according to the Nyquist theorem it should be at least double of the carrier frequency plus 

baseband frequency. So here sampling frequency is calculated by multiplying the interpolation 

factor with number of samples/duration of one symbol. This calculation gives 282.62 MHz as 

sampling frequency. It is almost 4.7 times of the carrier signal (60 MHz). 

 

Double Side band Modulation 

 

The up conversion is take place after interpolation. Because of interpolation increases the 

resolution of the signal in time domain. So the amplitude modulated signal has a shape like 

theoretical amplitude modulated signal shown in Figure 2.2. So the interpolated signal in time 

domain and the modulated signal are given in Figure 3.10: 
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Figure 3.10: Transmitting baseband Signal after interpolation for 200 samples (left) and 
amplitude modulation of interpolated signal for 200 samples (right) 
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In case of frequency domain the modulated signal should be on 60 MHz after modulation. The 

Figure of modulated signal in frequency domain is given in Figure 3.11. 
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Figure 3.11: Spectrum of interpolated signal (left) and Spectrum in frequency domain of 
modulated signal (right) 

 

For demodulation the same procedure is happened as modulation. The signal should be multiply 

with same carrier (cosine wave) with same carrier frequency and sampling rate. For amplitude 

demodulation MATLAB ‘amdemod’ command is use. The carrier frequency for demodulation is 

60 MHz and the sampling frequency is 282.62 MHz like as modulation part. Moreover in case of 

frequency domain the demodulated frequency spectrum should be on 0 to 30 MHz. So the Figure 

3.12 showed the demodulated signal in time and frequency domain without decimation: 
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Figure 3.12: Demodulated signal without decimation for 200 samples (left) and Spectrum in 
frequency domain after demodulating the signal (right) 

 

The spike at the 38 MHz is caused by the interpolation effect. But this doesn’t have any impact at 

the receiver end because the decimation removes the unexpected spectrum. So the bit error rate 

doesn’t increase because of this unexpected frequency spectrum. 

 

Single Side Band Modulation 

 

Instead of double side band modulation single side band modulation could be implemented. It is 

bandwidth efficient modulation system. For this reason ‘ssbmod’ command is used for this 

method. Single side band modulation is implemented in MATLAB by Hartley method with 

Hilbert transform. By this method perform the spectral shifting that’s why either upper or lower 

side band is sustain other one is discarded. The main signal is multiply with carrier and imaginary 

part of the signal is Hilbert transformed and multiplies with 90 degree phase shifted carrier and 

for the upper side band the real and imaginary parts are subtracted. So the modulation is spectrum 

is given below: 
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Figure 3.13: Spectrum after Single side band modulation (Lower side band)  

 

In Figure 3.13 the spectrum of lower side band is taken and upper side band is discarded. The 

FFT based Hilbert transform keeps the lower side band only and upper sideband is discarded [7]. 

The time domain signal for 200 samples is: 
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Figure 3.14: Single side band modulated signal in time domain for 200 samples 

 

From time domain signal for 200 samples the carrier and envelop is viewed in the Figure. Figure 

3.14 show that the high frequency carrier in modulated signal has low variation than double side 

band because upper sideband is discarded. For demodulation ‘ssbdemod’ command is used which 

is multiply the modulated signal with carrier. So the demodulated spectrum is given in Figure 

3.15: 
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Figure 3.15: Spectrum after Single side demodulation 

 

In Figure 3.15 we can see that the demodulated spectrum is same as the double side band 

demodulated spectrum. Like as double side band demodulated spectrum at 38 MHz the 

unexpected frequency spectrum is present because of interpolation and this is removed by the 

decimation. So there is no impact at the bit error rate. The time domain demodulates signal for 

200 samples are given in Figure 3.16: 
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Figure 3.16: Single side band demodulated Signal for 200 samples 

 

From the reading in Figure 3.16 we can see the signal same as the interpolated signal and it is 

similar to the demodulated signal of double side band method in Figure 3.11. So the signal is 

demodulated correctly.  

3.4 Decimation at the Demodulation side  

After applying the interpolation we also need to decrease the resolution after demodulating the 

signal. Actually to modulate the signal and to represent the time domain amplitude modulated 

signal same as theoretical amplitude modulated signal (Figure 2.2) the signal has to be 

interpolated, which shows the proper implementations of amplitude modulation. Moreover to 

approximate the original samples from the interpolated signal after demodulation the interpolated 

signal has to be decimated. For this reason the resolution should be decrease after demodulation. 

Which is called decimation and this procedure is reverse of interpolation.  

 

Here the appended zeros should be removed in the frequency domain. So in time domain the 

signal’s resolution is decreased. As a result almost same baseband signal is recovered in receiver 

end. We can analyze this in details after analyze the signals in time and frequency domain. Here 

same interpolation value is used for decimation purpose. The value is 4. 
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Figure 3.17: Frequency domain signal after demodulation (left) and Time domain signal after 
demodulation for 200 samples (right) 

 

In Figure 3.17 we can analyze the time and frequency domain signal after demodulation. In time 

domain we can see that the signal has higher resolution than the main base band signal because 

this is interpolated. After decimation the signal is in time and frequency domain is in Figure 3.18: 
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Figure 3.18:  Frequency domain signal after decimation (left) and Time domain signal after 
decimation for 50 samples (right) 

 

So after analyze the Figure 3.11 this is clear that after applying interpolation, the resolution of the 

signal is improved and in case of decimation the resolution is decreased but the main signal is 

remain same in Figure 3.18. This prevents distortion and as a result bit error rate is minimized. 

Here the demodulated signal has shown only for 200 samples because for the entire sample it’s 

hard to understand the Figure. Since the interpolation factor is 4, so the decimated signal is shown  
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for 50 samples for smooth representation of the signal. Moreover the unexpected frequency at 38 

MHz has removed. 

3.5 Channel Design and Impact of Noise  

In MATLAB simulation linear channel is used. But as characteristics of channel white noise is 

add always with the signal. White noise is generating because of the movement of the electron. 

Here simple water filling method is implemented for bit allocation according to the SNR of the 

total bandwidth; to give a realistic flavor of the simulation model. But in real case more complex 

water filling method is used. In case of AWGN channel with ‘measure’ command in MATLAB, 

at first the SNR is measured for the total band then add the white noise. According to the VDSL2 

system, SNR of the spectrum depends on the channel, in VDSL2 system the bits are allocated in 

each spectrum in such way (depending on SNR of the spectrum) that after passing through the 

noisy channel, signal will not distorted. After analyzing the scatter plot we can see the impact of 

adding white noise with modulated signal.  
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Figure 3.19: scatter plot of transmitting symbols (Left) and receiving symbols (Right) 

 

After analyzing the scatter plot (Figure 3.19) we can see that the transmitting symbols are like as 

point and the symbols are taking small space. But each received symbols are round shape and the 

cloud of each point because the signal is distributed by white noise.  Moreover the symbol before 

and after complex encoding and FFT also shows the impact of white noise. 
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Figure 3.20: complex encoded symbol at transmitter end (Left-up) and FFT for all symbols at 
receiver end (Right-up) complex encoded symbol at transmitter end (Left-down) and FFT for 100 

symbols at receiver end (Right-down) 

 

Figure 3.20 shows that the complex encoded symbol don’t carry any noise and after adding white 

noise the value of symbols are not distorted, because the VDSL2 system distributed the signal by 

the noise. But there is a deviation at the tail symbols those symbols don’t carry any data (symbol 

number 3479-4079). Though these symbol don’t have any data so the deviation has no impact in 

bit error.  
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3.6 Bit Error Calculation 

 

For bit error calculation the received data bits and the transmitted data bits are compared and 

calculate the number of bit error. The simulation result shows that the bit error is zero. It is 

proved that the VDSL2 generated from the VDSL2 transmitter then interpolated and modulated 

to pass through the AWGN channel. At the receiver the modulated signal is properly decimated 

and demodulated using the theories of both double and single side band amplitude modulation.  

 

So the modulation result shows no BER it is 0.0 at the receiver which proves the feasibility of the 

proposed system in MATLAB simulation. By using the concept of the simulation the modulator 

and demodulator circuits are design into the next chapter and examine the results in practical field 

afterwards.
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4 Measurement Setup 

In this chapter according to the concept of MATLAB simulation, the circuit for amplitude modulation 

and demodulation are designed. According to the theory and simulation concepts circuits are design, 

and manufacture. Additional required circuit like as differential to common mode converter and vice 

versa circuit are also designed and implemented. This chapter mainly focuses on the design of the 

required circuit and how to construction of the full modulator and demodulator system for 

multiplexing the VDSL2 signal for higher data rate purpose. Afterwards the full setup of the 

modulator and demodulator system is connecting with the measuring devices along with copper and 

POF channel. 

4.1 Up and Down Conversion Circuit Design 

Actually from the theory of multiplication we can see that modulation is multiplication of baseband 

and carrier. So the analog multiplier is used for up and down conversion circuit. The multiplier circuit 

is designed using transistor and this is voltage controlled device. The basic circuit of analog multiplier 

circuit is in Figure 4.1: 

 

 

Figure 4.1: Analog multiplier circuit  

 

The output voltage is the product of the two input voltage. Usually in this case two signals are 

multiplied and modulated signal is generated. In Figure 4.2, for four quadrants analog multiplier the 

inputs (X1, X2 and Y1, Y2) are differential inputs; whether the 2 quadrant multiplier (Figure 4.1) has 

one port is bipolar and second port is uni-polar. The output is always differential for both multipliers.  
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The general functionality of this multiplier is independent that which types of (like common or 

differential) inputs are used.   

 

In this thesis for modulation purpose a simple four quadrants multiplier is used because the VDSL2 

system, so both baseband and carrier has bipolar signals. Four quadrants multiplier has a multiplying 

core. This core is connected to a current amplifier and the output is connected with current controlled 

transistor [12]. The block diagram of the multiplier is given in Figure 4.2:  

 

 

Figure 4.2: AD834 four quadrant multiplier for up/down conversion [12] 

 

The multiplier IC AD834 has selected among different models of analog multiplier, since it has low 

distortion. Moreover it has low phase noise which is typically 0.08 degree for 5 MHz and for 50 MHz 

it is typically 0.8 degree [12]. Moreover the price is also acceptable because cost of the total system is 

also an issue.  

 

According to the datasheet of AD834 the modulator circuit design is describe in details in below and 

showed in Figure 4.3:  

 

• The unused ports are connected with Termination resistance (25 Ohm) to fully cancel the 

offset of (25ohm * 45 uA) =1.125 mV. Here 25 ohm is connected with X1 and Y2. From 

baseband signal port 50 ohm is connected with X2 so that this is 50 matching circuit and this 

will protect the reflection. Similarly for crosstalk protection 25 ohm is connected with Y2. 

Carrier port is connected with Y1 and 50 ohm and a ground is also connected in series to make 

a 50 ohm matching network [12].  

 

• From -Vcc (-5V) to Pin 5 of AD834 two 10 ohm resistances are connected parallel which 

provides 5 ohm resistance in between Pin 5 and Vcc. R6||R7 provides 30 mA and 150 mV 

voltage drop to the Pin 5. This is used to remove unexpected ripple in output. It also reduces Q 

of the resonant circuit. The main role is played by 0.1 uF decoupling capacitors it prevents the 

unwanted DC offset into AD834. Which take place in between Pin 3 and ground [12].   
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                                                               Figure 4.3: Up converter circuit 

 

• R5+R4=58 ohm resistance in between +Vcc (+5V) and Pin 9 of AD834 along with two 50 

ohm load resistance provides differential output which is connected with oscilloscope or 

spectrum analyzer ports. Here for avoiding fluctuation of supply voltage 0.1 uF decoupling 

capacitor is connected in between pin 9 and ground [1][12].  

 

• Afterwards decoupling capacitors (0.1 uF) are connected with two output ports to keep the 

modulated signal DC free.  

 

The description of the demodulator circuit according to the data sheet of AD834 is given below and 

showed in Figure 4.4: 

 

• Termination resistance of 25 Ohm is connected with unused ports (X1 and Y2). X2 is 

connected with the modulated signal which is converted into common mode from differential. 

50 Ohm resistance is connected in between the X2 port and the ground from matching 

purpose. Similarly Y1 is connected with carrier signal which has same phase and frequency of 

up converter. 50 Ohm resistance is connected in same way as X2 to protect reflection [12]. 

 

• Biasing is done in the same way as up converter circuit and decoupling capacitors are used as 

buffering capacitor for stable power supply to the IC. 

 

 

• Afterwards decoupling capacitors are connected as DC choke at the output of the circuit.  
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Figure 4.4: Down converter circuit 

4.2 Differential to Common Mode Converter for Modulator and 

Demodulator 

Since the output of the modulator is differential, for passing the modulated signal through the 

channel and demodulate the modulated signal, it should be transform into common mode form. In 

Figure 4.5 port-1 is for differential inverting signal and port-2 for differential non inverting signal 

and output port is for combined signal. Similarly after demodulation the signal is differential 

which should be transforming into common mode format to filter the expected band. To convert 

the differential port into common port OPAMP (Model: OPA 2822U) is used. This circuit 

combines two differential signals; moreover it also suppressed the carrier power which is 

sustained after modulation.  
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Figure 4.5: Differential to common mode converter [12] 

 

• The resistor and capacitor combination work as filter to suppressed the carrier. 

• OPAMP combines the differential into common mode signal 

• Buffering capacitors (with VCC and VEE) are used to remove fluctuation of voltage supply.  

 

The output of the common mode converter circuit connected with the X2 of Demodulator circuit to 

demodulate the signal. The circuit is designed based on the data sheet of AD834 [12].  

4.3 Filter for Demodulator 

To cutoff the expected band (17MHz) of VDSL2 17a profile after demodulation and attenuate the 

unwanted signal at the received end a low pass filter is required. Using the formulas to calculate 

capacitance and inductance discussed in the filter design theory (Section 2.4), the values for capacitor 

and the inductor can be calculated. Afterwards design the filter circuit using those values and 

simulated in ADS. But in real life the exact values of the capacitors and the inductors cannot be found. 

It may cause less or more cutoff band. The filter can either discard necessary signal from main signal 

or include unwanted signal with main signal. As a result bit error rate will increase.   

 

Another problem is to design an accurate low pass filter is to highly attenuate the unwanted signals. 

Otherwise the unwanted frequency products may cause problems for the receiving device.  But the 

design guide discuss at the filter design theory cannot support the required attenuation. Like as for  
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68.8 MHz the expecting attenuation should be more than -60 dB. Because after demodulation 

unwanted spectrum produces at 68.8 MHz which may causes problem. But the designed filter 

according to this process doesn’t fulfill the requirement of 60 dB attenuation. That’s why 8th order 

CWAZ (Chebyshev with Added Zero) low pass filter is used. The insertion loss and return loss are 

calculated by software, so it has more than 70 dB attenuation at 68.8 MHz and it provides more 

accurate response at the VDSL2 receiver [6]. The values of capacitors and inductors are in Table 4.1. 

Table 4.1:Values of lumped components [6] 

C1 220 pF 

L1 0.67 nH 

C2 330 pF 

L2 0.608 nH 

C6 47 pF 

C3 330 pF 

L4 0.67 nH 

C4 220 pF 

   

Using these components the circuit design is given below: 
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Figure 4.6: Low pass filter for down conversion side 

 

The response of the low pass filter in Advanced Design System (ADS) software is given in Figure 4.2:  
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Figure 4.7: Response of low pass filter in ADS 

 

So here we can see that for 17 MHz the filter attenuates 0.007 dB which is reasonable so the data 

should be almost not attenuated and at 51 MHz it attenuates 76 dB which is reasonable for this 

purpose. So the filter design for 17 MHz is the almost perfect for the demodulation part. 

4.4 Differential to Common port converter for VDSL2 transmitter 

The output of the VDSL2 transmitter and receiver are differential and the characteristics impedance is 

135 ohm. On the hand the input of the modulator system is 50 ohm system and it has one input port. 

Usually BALUN is used for this purpose. Since BALUN is very bulky and costly device. Moreover it 

cannot amplify the signal. That’s why MAXIM 4444 IC or similar device, which converts the 

differential signal into common mode signal, is used. However it can transform the impedance of 135 

ohm to 50 ohm and convert the differential signal into common mode. At the same time it can amplify 

the signal. So when the signal passes through the system and channel. The modulated signal is 

attenuate. But the SNR should be sufficient to sustain the higher bit rate, concerning the loss of the 

transmission path. This device amplifies the transmitted signal in required power level of the 

modulator. The circuit diagram for the corresponding IC is given below:  
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Figure 4.8: Differential to common mode converter 

 

From the circuit diagram (Figure 4.8) two differential input ports are connected with the differential 

output of the VDSL2 transmitter. Buffering capacitors (0.1 uF) are connected in series between closer 

to the VCC and ground as well as VEE and ground. These are used to stable voltage supply. A 50 ohm 

resistance is connected parallel with the output of the circuit and ground because of impedance 

matching.  

4.5 Common port to Differential Converter for VDSL2 receiver  

After filtering the signal should be convert to differential form so that the receiver can received the 

signal. Since the VDSL2 receiver is differential device. Moreover the VDSL2 receiver has 

characteristics impedance of 135 ohm but the demodulator part and the filter part has impedance of 50 

ohm. Usually like as previous BALUN is used for this purpose but BALUN is very bulky and costly 

so MAXIM 4447 or similar device is a good solution. MAXIM 4447 is mainly a differential driver and 

moreover it can also amplify the signal. The circuit diagram using MAXIM 4447 is given in Figure 

4.9:  

 

Figure 4.9: Circuit diagram of common port to differential converter using MAX4447 [16] 
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Passing the VDSL2 signal into the system and the channel the signal should be attenuated and when it 

will received by the VDSL2 receiver, the signal power become low. As a result the received spectrum 

has low SNR as well as low bit rate. This circuit transforms the 50 ohm impedance into 135 ohm to 

avoid impedance mismatching of the mod/demod system with VDSL2 system. In the circuit diagram 

the input port has parallel 50 ohm resistance with ground to matching the input port of the circuit with 

the filter out put which has characteristics impedance of 50 ohm. On the other hand the two 

differential output ports have parallel 65 ohm resistance with ground which will match with the 

VDSL2 receiver of 135 ohm characteristics impedance.  

 

All Vcc are connected with +5 V along with parallel 0.1 uF to discard the unwanted offset voltages. 

All Vee are also connected with -5V along with parallel 0.1 uF to discard the unwanted offset 

voltages. GND pin is connected with ground and Enable pin is connected with Vcc pin after 0.1 uF. 

Because it will keep the IC enable [16].  

4.6 Voltage Regulator 

The full system need +5V, -5V and Ground to bias the ICS. For this reason voltage regulators are 

required. The voltage regulator can provide +5V and -5V. Voltage regulator provides constant voltage 

to the ICS so that there is no possibility to variation in the power supply of the ICs. High supply 

voltage can damage the sophisticated devices like as OPAMP, Multiplier and Amplifiers. 7805 IC is 

used as positive voltage regulator. As requirement of the implemented ICs, 7805 can provide constant 

+5V to the power supply of Multipliers, OPAMP and amplifiers. The Input of this power regulator 

should be +10V. Two capacitors are connected parallel to the input port (0.33uF) and ground as well 

as output port (0.1 uF) and ground. To keep the supply voltage (+5V) free from offset voltage. The 

circuit diagram for this voltage regulator is given in Figure 4.10: 

 

Figure 4.10: Positive voltage regulator 
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7905 IC is used as negative voltage regulator. As requirement of the implemented ICs, 7905 can 

provide -7V to the power supply of Multipliers, OPAMPs and amplifiers. The input voltage of the 

regulator should be -10V. Two capacitors are connected parallel to the input port (2.2 uF) and ground 

as well as output port (1uF) and ground, to keep the supply voltage (-5V) free from offset voltage. The 

circuit diagram of negative voltage regulator is given below: 

 

 

Figure 4.11: Negative voltage regulator 

 

4.7 Carrier Generator  

To generate the carrier of 34.4 MHz a temperature controlled oscillator (TCXO) is used. It is 

temperature compensated VCO; as a result the probability of frequency drift for the fluctuation of 

temperature is very low. The TCXO generates 34.4 MHz square wave because it also generates some 

harmonics at 68 MHz. This harmonics make the output signal as square wave. But the proposed up 

and down converting system required sine wave of 34.4 MHz as carrier. So a low pass filter is 

connected to the output of the TCXO. This filter has attenuation of -47 dB at 68 MHz. So for the 

suppression of the harmonic converts the output as sine form. The filter design and the response of the 

low pass filter are given in Figure 4.12:  
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Figure 4.12: Low pass filter design (top) and response for carrier generation (bottom) 

 

 

 

Figure 4.13: Circuit Schematic for Carrier Generator  

 

From circuit schematic (Figure 4.13) a high frequency blocking capacitor (100nF) is placed in 

between supply voltage pin (14) and ground pin (1).  
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It will keep the generated signal stable and after that the out put of the TCXO is connected to the LPF 

of 34.4 MHz to transform the rectangular wave into sine form. At output 100 nF decoupling capacitor 

is used to keep the carrier DC free. +5V voltage regulator is also placed here to provide constant 

required voltage. The frequency spectrum and time domain signal of 34.4 MHz carrier is given in 

Figure 4.14.  

 

                                                    

 

Figure 4.14: Frequency spectrum (left) and time domain (right) representation of generated carrier 
(34.4 MHz) 

 

Since coherent amplitude demodulation without carrier recovery is proposed here. So this carrier 

generator is connected with the modulator and demodulator side, to generate carrier in both side 

without any phase error. 

4.8 Test Setup   

 Now the modulator side for multiplexing of VDSL2 signal consists of the following parts: 

 

• Differential to single port converter with amplifier for VDSL2 transmitter  

• Up converter 

• Differential to single port converter for channel and demodulation 

• Positive voltage regulator 

• Negative voltage regulator 
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So the differential to single port converter is connected in between the VDSL2 transmitter and up 

converter. The inputs are connected to the output of the VDSL2 transmitter and the common mode 

output is connected to the Baseband input of the up converter, as well as it also amplifies the signal 

power. The differential outputs from the modulators are connected to the differential to common mode 

converter using OPAMP. The common mode output is connected to the POF channel or copper 

channel. For constant biasing voltage for the implemented ICs positive and negative voltage regulators 

are used. The full set up is placed on a board with common ground. The full setup of modulator circuit 

showed in Figure 4.15. 

 

 

Figure 4.15: AM Up converter Setup (Double side band) for VDSL2 transmitter  

 

Now the demodulator side consists of the following parts: 

• Down converter 

• Differential to common mode converter for filtering  

• Low pass filter (17 MHz)  

• Common mode to differential converter with amplifier for VDSL2 receiver 

 

The modulated signal from the POF or Copper channel is going to the modulated signal input of the 

down converter circuit. The differential outputs from down converter are connected to the input of the 

differential to common mode converter with OPAMP. The common mode output is connected to a low 

pass filter of 17 MHz bandwidth to cut off the expected band and attenuate the unwanted signals.  
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Input 

Modulated 
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To received the signal by the receiver common mode to differential converter is used which transform 

the single ended signal to differential signal and amplify as well to received the signal by the VDSL2 

receiver. To provide constant biasing voltages (+5V and -5V) to the ICs positive voltage regulator and 

negative voltage regulators are used. Full demodulator circuit set up on a PCB board which has a 

common ground. The full setup of modulator circuit showed in Figure 4.16. 

 

Figure 4.16: AM Down converter Setup with filter for VDSL2 receiver 

 

So the full setup scenario of the modulator and demodulator system along with VDSL2 system is 

given in Figure 4.17. 
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Figure 4.17: Measurement setup of modulator and demodulator system along with VDSL2 system and 
channel 

 

Transmitted and received VDSL2 spectrum measuring computer has POF viewer software to measure 

the transmitted and received VDSL2 spectrum. POF viewer is special software designed by 

Teleconnect GmbH to analyze the parameters (e.g. SNR, data rate, bits/carrier, VDSL2) for up and 

downstream spectrums of VDSL2 system. The PC is connected with VDSL2 system by STP cable. All 

the connections shown in Figure 4.17 are mentioned earlier in details. In next chapter measurements 

are done according to the test setup and discuss in details. 
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5 Measurement Results  

In this part the measurement results for Modulator and demodulator using different measuring devices 

like as oscilloscope, Vector Network Analyzer (VNA) and spectrum analyzer are taken for different 

frequency in between 138 kHz to 17 MHz. These measurements are taken to calculate loss of the 

network using VNA, signal characteristics of time and frequency domain by oscilloscope and 

spectrum analyzer. Afterwards the full system is connecting with the VDSL2 transmitter and receiver 

along with copper and POF channel then analysis the SNR, bit rate and maximum allocated bit per 

spectra to show the feasibility of the system for multiplexing VDSL2 signal using amplitude 

modulation and demodulation for higher data rate application. Moreover the simulation results and 

real VDSL2 measurement results are compared here. 

5.1 Basic Measurement for Modulator/Demodulator System 

In this part the modulator/demodulator and the filters functions are verified with signal generator input 

and reading from oscilloscope and spectrum analyzer. The basic measurement proved that the theory 

of amplitude modulation is performed by the modulator/demodulator circuit along with different 

channel. Afterwards the loss measurement is performed of the total system along with copper and POF 

channel.      

 

At first the modulator circuit’s first input is connected with signal generator 1 which provides 

baseband sine wave of difference frequencies from 138 kHz to 17 MHz for basic measurement 

purpose. The other port mentioned as carrier input port is connected with output of carrier generator; 

this provides 34.4 MHz sine wave as carrier. Basic measurement shows the feasibility of the designed 

modulator and demodulator circuit. It proves that circuit’s performance is principally correct which 

meets the theory of amplitude modulation.  

 

The implemented VDSL2 system in this project has a bandwidth of 138 kHz to 17 MHz for 17a 

profile. Copper coaxial cable and POF (0.8 meter) is used as channel which placed in between the 

output AM modulator output and input of the modulated signal input of the AM demodulator. Since 

the optical transmitter and receiver (prototype) is suitable for short POF length so for basic 

measurements 0.8m POF is used. The readings are taken for 138 kHz, 1 MHz, 5 MHz, 12 MHz and 17 

MHz for coaxial channel and POF channel respectively. The readings are taken from spectrum 

analyzer and oscilloscope to analyze the modulated spectrum and spectrum of demodulated received 

signal to verify that for the different in band frequency, the system is working properly.  
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Like for 12 MHz frequency the signal analysis for frequency and time domain for copper (Figure 5.1 

to Figure 5.5) and POF channel (Figure 5.6 to Figure 5.11) are shown. For all case base band signal 

has +0dBm (0.632V peak to peak) power and spectrum analyzer setting is: 

 

Table 5.1: Spectrum analyzer settings for measurement 

 

RBW (Resolution Bandwidth) 300 Hz 

 

RF (Radio Frequency) Attenuation 10 dB 

 

VBW (Video Bandwidth) 5 KHz 

 

SWT (Sweep Time) 5s 

 

 

 

For all case of time domain signal in this measurement: 

Baseband (Purple) 

Carrier (Green) 

Modulated & Received signal (Blue) 

 

For Copper Channel: 

 

Frequency responses of VDSL2 system along with signal generator, spectrum analyzer and amplitude 

modulator and demodulator is given at Figure 5.1 and Figure 5.2. 
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Figure 5.1: Modulated spectrum (LSB) power at 22.4MHz is -66.94 dBm for 12 MHz baseband signal 

 

 

 

Figure 5.2: Demodulated & filtered spectrum power at 12 MHz is -59.53 dBm 

 

Time responses of VDSL2 system along with signal generator, spectrum analyzer and amplitude 

modulator and demodulator is given at Figure 5.3, 5.4 and Figure 5.5. 
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Figure 5.3: Time domain signal for 12 MHz Baseband Signal (Ch3) (Volt/div)=200mV Carrier Signal 

(Ch4)(Volt/div)= 5V Time/div=20.0 ns (Normal View) 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5.4: Time domain signal for 12 MHz Baseband Signal (Ch3) (Volt/div)=200mV, Modulated 

Signal (Ch2)=200 mV, Carrier Signal (Ch4)(Volt/div)= 5V, Time/div=40.0 ns (Single Snap View) 

 

 

 

Figure 5.5: Demodulated and filtered signal for 12 MHz Baseband (Ch3) (Volt/div)=200mV Received 

Signal (Ch2)(Volt/div)= 20 mV, Time/div=40.0 ns 
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For POF Channel: 

Frequency response of 12 MHz signal for POF (0.8 m) channel along with signal generator, spectrum 

analyzer and amplitude modulator and demodulator. 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5.6: Modulated spectrum (LSB) power at 22.4MHz is -78.98 dBm for 12 MHz baseband signal 

 

 

 

Figure 5.7: Modulated spectrum (LSB) power at 22.4MHz is -64.66 dBm for 12 MHz baseband signal 

 

Time domain response of 12 MHz baseband signal for 0.8 m POF channel along with signal generator, 

spectrum analyzer and amplitude modulator and demodulator. 
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Figure 5.8: Baseband Signal (Ch3) (Volt/div)=200mV, Carrier Signal (Ch4)(Volt/div)= 5V, 

Time/div=20.0 ns (Normal View) 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5.9: Time domain signal for 12 MHz Baseband Signal (Ch3) (Volt/div)=200mV, Modulated 

Signal (Ch2)=50 mV, Carrier Signal (Ch4)(Volt/div)= 5V, Time/div=10.0 ns (Single Snap View) 
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Figure 5.10: Demodulated and filtered signal for 12 MHz, Baseband (Ch3) (Volt/div)=200mV, 

Received Signal (Ch2)(Volt/div)= 20 mV, Time/div=20.0 ns 

 

 

 Other signal responses along with copper and POF channel for different in band frequencies are 

attached in Appendix C. These tests are necessary to prove the feasibility of the system.  Comparing 

the POF and Coaxial channel it is recognized that there is some deviation in signal power for POF 

channel because the optical transmitter and receiver for POF is not accurate enough.  

 

The BALUN using to convert the differential output of POF receiver to the single ended for 

demodulation does not have very good quality. The improved quality of optical transmitter, receiver 

and the BALUN can provide better result. 

 

Now to measuring the loss of the total system along with channel, system connected with VNA.  So 

according to the measurement setup the full network is consist of following circuits: 

• Modulator 

• Differential to common mode converter after modulator 

• Demodulator  

• Differential to common mode converter after demodulator 

• Low pass filter 

• Cables 

• Decoupling capacitors 

 

Afterwards this setup is connected with the well calibrated VNA for attenuation and phase 

measurement for two different channel Copper coaxial and POF channel. VDSL2 has usable 

frequency band from 138 kHz to 30 MHz. But here the hardware is design for 138 kHz to 17 MHz 

band. So the VNA is setting up according to this range. In measurement baseband port is connected to 

the transmitting port of VNA and the receiver port is connected with the output of low pass filter. The 
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coaxial copper cable is connected as channel in between modulator and demodulator part. The 

measurement results are given Figure 5.11. 

  

Frequency Range (138 KHz to 20 MHz) 

Black line -   Attenuation  

Red line – Phase  

                       

Figure 5.11: VNA reading for full modulator/demodulator system with copper coaxial channel 

 

The VNA reading (Figure 5.11) shows that the phase is linear here but the attenuation from 138 kHz 

to 17 MHz is almost linear and it’s about 17.5 dB. The phase is also linear at that region. The 17.5 dB 

loss is caused because every part of the circuit setup like modulator, demodulator and filter causes 

some loss. And the coaxial channel has also some loss depending on its length. But after 17 MHz the 

attenuation is increase and phase is not linear because the low pass filter has a bandwidth of 17 MHz; 

after that it has higher attenuation. Afterwards coaxial copper cable is replaced by the POF channel. 

However POF has higher attenuation than coaxial because the connecting cables to connect the system 

with POF and the transmitter and receiver designed using LED has some loss and as it is mentioned 

earlier the POF is not cut well. Moreover the POF transmitter and receiver are not identical.  
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Frequency Range (138 KHz to 20 MHz) 

Black line -   Attenuation  

Red line – Phase  

 

                               

Figure 5.12: VNA reading for full modulator/demodulator system with POF channel (0.8 m) 

 

For POF channel, from 138 KHz to 17 MHz the loss is increased to 20 dB (Figure 5.12). Which is 

caused by the non identical POF channel and optical transmitter and receiver, extra coaxial cables are 

also connect to the modulator and demodulator. The phase is almost linear from 138 kHz to 17MHz. 

After 17 MHz the attenuation is increase and phase is not linear because of the low pass filter same as 

before. 

5.2 Measured results after implementing Modulator/Demodulator 

with VDSL2 system 

VDSL2 transmitter (Tx for CO) for 17a profile is connected to the input of modulator circuit and 

VDSL2 receiver (Rx of CPE) is connected to the output of the low pass filter after demodulator. The 

copper channel is placed in between modulator and demodulator to verify the performance of the 

mod/demod circuit along with VDSL2 system. Then the downstream signal is transmit through the 

system and measured the spectrum of transmitted signal, modulated and received signal. The 

spectrums are measured by the software called POF viewer as well as the spectrum analyzer.  
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Transmitted spectrum: 

VDSL2 17 MHz sub band downstream spectrums are used as transmitted signal. These signals are 

transmitted from central office (CO) to CPE (Figure 5.3). The condition of the spectrums and 

measurements are mentioned below. 

 

From Spectrum analyzer:  

 

Table 5.2: The spectrum analyzer setting is like as below for all measurements steps discuss in this 

segment. 

RBW 300 Hz 

VBW 5 kHz 

Sweep Time 5 s 

RF attenuation 10 dB 

 

 

Figure 5.13: Transmitted spectrum from CO to CPE (downstream spectrum) 

 

 

After Modulation the modulated spectrum and corresponding parameters are given in Figure 5.14:  
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Figure 5.14: Modulated Spectrum with 34.4 MHz carrier for Multiplexing 

 

 

Table 5.3: The following table describes the power of the spectrum after amplitude modulation 

(Figure 5.14). 

Frequency Spectrum Power  

16.47 MHz -123 dBm 

34.4 MHz -110.97 dBm 

52.304 MHz -129 dBm 

 

 

Received Spectrum:  

So after down conversion and low pass (17 MHz) filtering the spectrum given in Figure 5.5. 

 

 

Figure 5.15: Received Spectrum at CPE end (After Down conversion and Low pass filtering) 
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Comparing the transmitted spectrum (yellow) and received spectrum (blue), there is a deviation in 

SNR in the received signal (Figure 5.6). Here is the comparison between transmitted and received 

spectrum:  

 

 

Figure 5.16: Comparison between transmitted (yellow) and received spectrum (blue) 

 

Each coaxial cable has loss about 0.5 dB. Moreover each connection into the circuit introduces some 

noise so this is another cause of the deviation in received spectrum. Figure 5.7 showed the POF viewer 

reading, which also shows the upstream (Green) and downstream (Red) spectrums for copper channel 

(only downstream spectrums are used).  

 

 

Figure 5.17: POF viewer reading of up (Green) and downstream (Red) spectrums, SNR and bitrates 
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Figure 5.17 shows that the SNR degradation (blue line in Figure 5.17) and it is caused by cable and 

connection as it was discuss before. But the bitrates is very reasonable in downstream side it is almost 

76.896 Mbps. The SNR for each downstream spectrum are 36 dB, 32 dB and 30 dB, whether the 

corresponding SNR margins are 1.1 dB, 2.8 dB and 5.4 dB which are also reasonable. Moreover the 

maximum allocating bits per downstream bit is 9. This shows the reasonable bit allocation for practical 

case scenario of VDSL2 system.  

5.3 Impact of the POF Channel 

Two types of channel are used to in between AM up converter and down converter as mentioned 

earlier. The POF channel has some limitations. But the copper (coaxial) channel has no attenuation of 

modulated signal. But the POF channel is not identical it has some limitations. So the impact of POF 

channel into the mod/demod system along with VDSL2 system is discussed below. In the 

implemented system has a highest upper side band spectrum at 51.4 MHz for 17 MHz baseband and 

lower side band at 17.4 MHz for 17 MHz baseband (Figure 5.18 and Figure 5.19).  

 

 

Figure 5.18: DSB AM Modulated signal over coaxial channel 
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Figure 5.19: DSB AM Modulated signal over POF channel 

 

By comparing both of the spectrums, the upper side band for coaxial channel has -72 dBm and for the 

POF channel it is -86 dBm. Moreover the lower side band spectrum for POF channel has lower power 

(-78 dBm) level than the copper channel (-66 dBm). This is happen because for POF the transmitter 

and receiver are designed by using LED which convert the voltage signal to optical signal in the 

transmitter end and reverse at receiver end. The modulated spectrums are deviated in POF channel 

caused by earlier mentioned reasons.    

 

Now using a 25m long POF channel is placed in between the AM up converter and down converter 

system and VDSL2 17a signal is transmitted from the CO transmitter to make the setup as realistic 

model. Analyzing the transmitted spectrum modulated spectrum and received spectrum with spectrum 

analyzer and the software (POF viewer) from Teleconnect GmbH. The transmitted spectrum is given 

in Figure 5.20. 

 

Transmitted spectrum: 

These signals are transmitted from central office (CO) to CPE. The condition of the spectrums and 

measurements are mentioned below (Figure 5.20). 
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Figure 5.20: Transmitted Spectrum from CO Transmitter to CPE (Downstream) 

 

Transmitted spectrums from CO have power of -85 dBm, -90 dBm and -85 dBm. After amplitude 

modulation the modulated signals are passing through the POF channel. But the spectrum power is 

deviated showed in Figure 5.21.     

 

 

Figure 5.21: Up converted spectrum  

 

The signal powers of the modulated spectrums are given in Table 5.4: 
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Table 5.4: The following table describes the power of the spectrum after amplitude modulation 

(Figure 5.21). 

Frequency Spectrum Power  

16.47 MHz -118 dBm 

34.4 MHz -100 dBm 

51.304 MHz -124 dBm 

 

The modulated spectrum has higher attenuation because the transmitter and receiver of POF is not 

suitable for higher length of POF and the BALUN connecting to convert the differential output of the 

POF channel to common mode output is not very good quality. The demodulated and filtered spectrum 

has lower power in case of POF than the copper channel (Figure 5.22).  

 

 

Figure 5.22: Received spectrum after down conversion at VDSL2 receiver (CPE end) 

 

By comparing the transmitted spectrum from CO and the received spectrum at CPE (Figure 5.23); 

there is deviation in the received spectrum because of the attenuation of the system and the POF 

channel. As from attenuation measurement of VNA it is showed that the total setup with POF has 

higher attenuation than total setup with copper channel. So both of the spectrums in same plot is given 

in Figure 5.23: 
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Figure 5.23: Transmitted (yellow) and received spectrum (blue)  

 

As the optical transmitter and receiver is not identical for long POF, modal dispersion causes in non-

ideal POF channel which spread the spectrum and cause ISI. As a result SNR and bit rates going down 

at the receiver end. Moreover the BALUN at the receiver of the POF is not very good quality. That’s 

why the deviation at the received spectrum showed in Figure 5.24.  

 

Figure 5.24: Software (POF viewer) reading of up (Green) and downstream (Red) spectrums, SNR 

and bitrates for 25m POF channel 

 

The Figure 5.24 shows that the SNR degradation and it is caused by POF channel and connection as it 

was discuss before. But the bitrates is reasonable in downstream side it is almost 42.88 Mbps despite 

of POF has channel doesn’t have good quality. The SNR of each downstream spectrum are 27 dB, 25 

dB and 20 dB, whether the corresponding SNR margins are 4.8 dB, 5.5 dB and 5.8 dB which are also 

reasonable. The maximum allocating bit per downstream sub-channel is 6 because of the POF channel.  
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Suitable optical transmitter, receiver and BALUN can enhanced the performance of the system for 

POF channel. So the principle of the designed circuit is fulfilled the requirement and it could be 

applicable to allocate multiple VDSL2 signal into the channel band for multiplexing by proposed 

theoretical method mentioned in Chapter 2.  
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6 Discussions 

In this thesis work the intention was to design the amplitude modulator and demodulator systems for 

multiplex several VDSL2 signal for higher data rate application for interior networking. Afterwards 

measure the response along with Copper coaxial channel and POF channel. Though the main goal was 

to implement the system for VDSL2 30a profile but because of some limitations, the circuit set up and 

measurement was done for VDSL2 17a profile. This limitation has to be considered for measurement 

purpose. Here the limitations of the designed system are discussed and the way to over come the 

limitations are discuss.  

6.1 Modulator and Demodulator systems 

The basic modulator and demodulator circuit has some limitations. Like the baseband and carrier input 

port cannot support more than +4.0 dBm (1V peak to peak) for 50 ohm setup. If the signal power is 

more than that then the modulator and demodulator will clip off the signal. This causes the distortion 

in signal. For the basic measurement purpose +0 dBm (0.632 V peak to peak) is used. Though the 

VDSL2 system is adaptive system it can adjust the power of the signal according to the transmission 

path. The high power level (Greater than 1V peak-peak ) could be clipping by the multiplier, because 

the multiplier AD834 should have +0 dBm power in the input ports according to the datasheet [12]. 

6.2 Modulator and Demodulator system with copper coaxial 

channel 

For the basic measurement and ideal case scenario the full modulator and demodulator system circuit 

is connected with copper coaxial cable with very low attenuation. All the cable is connecting the 

circuits are not same length, so this causes some losses in the power of the spectrum. So it can be 

strongly recommended that same length of cable and good quality signal generator can provide better 

measurement results. 
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6.3 Modulator and Demodulator system with POF channel 

The modulator and demodulator system with POF channel has some limitations which creates impact 

in the measuring result. For the basic measurement like as loss measurement of the system and system 

output for different frequency has done for 0.8 m POF channel. The optical transmitter and receiver 

are suitable for 0.8 m POF, but the higher POF length can cause degradation of SNR and moreover bit 

error rate can be increase.  

 

As a result for 25 m POF channel measurement result for VDSL2 system gives lower SNR, and bit 

rate. Furthermore the BALUN which is converting the differential output from POF receiver into 

common mode output for demodulation. The quality of BALUN is not very good so it causes some 

degradation of SNR. As the feasibility of the proposed system is the main concern of the thesis, not the 

performance optimization of the system. So I did only the quick test using the BALUN to prove the 

feasibility of the system.   

 

So replacing of good quality BALUN and the proper optical transmitter and receiver for POF can 

provide much better result.        
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7 Conclusions 

7.1 Conclusion 

The main goal of the thesis is to modulate the VDSL2 signal at the transmitter end to multiplex several 

VDSL2 signals for POF channel and demodulate the signal to de-multiplex the multiplexed signal and 

received by the proper receiver at the receiver end. This system enhanced the data rate of VDSL2 

system. In this project the concept of the amplitude modulation and demodulation is used to allocate 

proper band for frequency division multiplexing for the channel is implemented into the MATLAB 

simulation (The code is attached in Appendix A). Afterwards the circuit is designed and implemented 

with POF and copper channel into the VDSL2 system. For the VDSL2 system 25m POF channel is 

used for measuring purpose. The total measurement process can be showed in the following block 

diagram. 

 

Figure 7.1: Measurement overview of full system 

      

• Block 1 measuring the different frequency response (within the band of 17MHz in this 

thesis) in frequency and time domain (showed in Chapter-5 (Section 5.1)). 

• Block 2 shows attenuation measurement using vector network analyzer shows the total 

attenuation of the AM modulator and demodulator system along with POF and copper 

coaxial channel (showed in Chapter-5(Section 5.1)). 

• Block 3 measuring the total system with POF and copper coaxial channel along with 

VDSL2 system (also showed in Chapter-5(Section 5.3)). 
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So these total measurements are done to examine the feasibility of the system and analysis the 

performance of the system. Based on the theory discussed in chapter 2, the MATLAB simulation has 

done at Chapter 3. This shows the bit error is zero at the receiver end. So according to this concept of 

simulation the circuit has designed and measure the system along with VDSL2 system and POF.  

 

By using spectrum analyzer the spectrum of each step are measure and analysis. Then by using POF 

viewer software the bit rate as well as the SNR of downstream spectrums are analyzed. This 

measurements showed satisfactory results and proves the feasibility of the system, which discussed 

details in Chapter 5. Though there is some degradation of SNR in case of POF channel, because of 

some limitations which mentioned earlier in discussion (Section-6.3). 

 

Simulation of multiple VDSL2 signal over POF channel using amplitude modulation is contributed 

into a conference paper titled “MULTI-CARRIER TRANSMISSION OVER SI-POF” submitted 

at “POF 2011 (Bilbao, Spain)” [9].   

7.2 Future Implementations: 

Figure 4.17 shows the total setup of the designed system in this thesis work for implementation and 

measurement procedure. The further analysis will show where the further improvements are required. 

The following steps are the required future implementations which make the modulator and 

demodulator system more efficient. 

 

• The efficient and cost effective SSB modulation can be implemented by Hilbert transform and 

filter the imaginary part of the Hilbert transformed part.  

• In the demodulation side instead of normal Coherent AM demodulation, Coherent 

demodulation with carrier recovery could be implemented using the Phase lock loop (PLL) for 

carrier recovery.  

• Moreover the suitable optical transmitter and receiver for longer POF channel could be 

implemented. 

• Proper combiner and splitter could be implemented for frequency division multiplex and de-

multiplex several VDSL2 signal. 
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Appendix A 

The MATLAB code is based on the model code from Y Sriraja, “Discrete Multi tone Modulation 

Simulation, A script with a strip down version of a DMT ADSL system” provided by MATLAB 

central. Moreover MATLAB code for Interpolation of VDSL2 signal is based on model code from 

Sethill Murugan, “Interpolation of Signal Without filters”. The modifications and developments of the 

code for this thesis purpose are: 

 

• Generate VDSL2 (30 MHz) signal according to the specifications (Number of sub-channel, 

used number of sub-channels, symbol period, cyclic prefix length etc.)  

• Simple water filling with constant SNR for bit allocation in sub-channel. 

• Interpolation of VDSL2 signal 

• Amplitude modulation of Interpolated signal for FDM. 

• Amplitude demodulation of signal for receive 

• Decimation of VDSL2 signal 

• Bit error calculation 

• Mean square root calculation 

 

MATLAB code of AM modulation and demodulation for VDSL2 30a profile for higher data rate 

application: 

 

clear all; 
clc; 
close all; 
% For each of N channels assign no. of bits and generation of the data 

stream 
% such that sum of all (bits/sub-channel) = the data length. 

  
N=4096; % total number of sub-channels 
Nused=3479; % used number of sub-channels 
v=640; %  Cyclic prefix length 
Ts=125e-6 % Symbol period 
fc=60e6; % carrier frequency 

  
ns=2*N+v; % number of samples per symbol period 
f=ns/Ts; % sampling rate 
L=4; 
fs=L*f; 
SNR=36; 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% Channel Impulse response %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
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    h=1; 

  
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%%%%%%%%% Bit Allocation and data generation %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
bit_channel=0; % initialization of bit per channel  
[gn,en_bar,bn_bar,Nstar,b_bar]=waterfill(h,SNR,1,N,0); % applying water 

filling method for bit allocation 
for i=1:N-1, 
    %Since the SNR of each subchannel is unknown, bit loading is random 
    bit_channel(i)=(floor(bn_bar(i))); % Generate random bits 
    if i>Nused                  % unused carriers aren't assigned with data 
        bit_channel(i)=0; %unused bits are zero 
    end 
end 

  
stem(bit_channel,'k');%plot the sub-channels 
title('Bit Distribution');  
xlabel('Channel Number'); 
ylabel('bits/channel'); 

  
clc 
% Data assignment in each channel 
for i=1:N-1 
    data_channel=[]; 
    % data_channel is the particular data assigned to the subchannel. 
    for j=1:bit_channel(i), 
        val=round(rand); 
        data_channel=[data_channel val];  
    end 
    % data conatains all the data_channel values. 
    data{i}=data_channel; % data channel allocation 
end 
clear i j; 
data_trans=data; 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

%%%%%% 
%%%%%%% CONSTELLATION ENCODING  %%%%%%%%%% 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

%%%%%% 
% Calculate the intersymbol spacing (based on a transmit  
    % symbol energy of 1). 
for i=1:N-1, 
    d = sqrt (6/((2^bit_channel(i)-1))); 
    % The number of bits sent to the top and bottom DACs 
    bits_top = ceil(bit_channel(i)/2); 
    bits_bot = floor(bit_channel(i)/2); 
    % The actual binary data sent to the top and bottom DACs 
    data_top = [data{i}(1:bits_top)]; 
    data_bot = [data{i}(bits_top+1:bit_channel(i))]; 

  
    % The decimal value of the data at the top and bottom DACs 

     
    v_top = sum(data_top(1:bits_top).*(2.^(0:(bits_top-1)))); 
    v_bot = sum(data_bot(1:bits_bot).*(2.^(0:(bits_bot-1)))); 

  
    % The output values of the top and bottom DACs 
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    d_top =(v_top*d)-(((2^bits_top-1)/2)*d); 
    d_bot =(v_bot*d)-(((2^bits_bot- 1)/2)*d); 

  
    % Since the top DAC output is the amplitude of the cosine wave 
    % and the bottom DAC output is the amplitude of the sine wave,  
    % we can consider them to be the inphase and quadrature  
    % components of the complex QAM symbol. 
    i_comp(i)=d_top; 
    q_comp(i)=d_bot; 
complex_symbol(i)=[i_comp(i)+j*q_comp(i)]; % generate complex symbol 

consists of Inphase and Quadrature components 
    if i>Nused                   
        complex_symbol(i)=0; % unused carriers complex symbol 0 
    end 

  
end 
Figure,scatterplot(complex_symbol(1:Nused)); % scatter plot of complex 

symbol  
grid on 
Figure,subplot(2,1,1),stem(real(complex_symbol)); % plot of complex symbols  
title('Complex encoded signal'); 
ylabel('Real Part'); 
subplot(2,1,2), stem(imag(complex_symbol)); % plot of imaginary symbols  
ylabel('Imaginary Part'); 
xlabel('Channel/Frequency') 
clc 
clear i i_comp q-comp; 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

%%% 
% Calcuate the IFFT of the encoded complex symbol . 

  
x_mod=ifft([1 complex_symbol 1 fliplr(conj(complex_symbol))],2*N); % 2N 

point IFFT provides real number sequence  
Figure,subplot(2,1,1),stem(real(x_mod)); % plot of the real number sequence 

of the symbol 
title('IFFT Modulated signal'); 
ylabel('Real Part'); 
subplot(2,1,2), stem(imag(x_mod)); % plot of the imaginary number sequence 

of the symbol 
ylabel('Imaginary Part'); 
xlabel('Time samples') 
clc 

  
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

%% 
% Define a cyclic prefix length and add the cyclic prefix to the serailized 

data stream.  

  
xc=[x_mod(2*N+1-v:2*N) x_mod]; % add cyclic prefix with encoded symbols   

  

  
%%%%%%% frequency domain plot of 30a vdsl2 signal %%%%%%%%%%%%%  
periodogram(real(xc),[],'onesided',512,f)  
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%%%%%%%% Time domain plot of 30a vdsl2 signal %%%%%%%%%%%%% 
t=[0:length(xc)-1]/f; % time scale 

  
 Figure,plot(t,xc); % plotting full signal  

  
title('time domain signal without inerpolation')  
ylabel('signal amplitude'); 
xlabel('Time samples (Second)') 
grid on 

  
t=[0:50]/f/L; % time scale 
Figure,plot(t,xc(1:length(t))); % plotting time domain signal without 

interpolation with 50 samples 
title('Signal before interpolation with 50 samples')  
ylabel('signal amplitude'); 
xlabel('Time samples (second)') 
grid on 

  

  
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

%%% 
%%%%%%%%%%%%% Interpolating the signal after adding cyclic prefix 

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

  
K=(N+v/2)*2; % calculating the end point of the spectrum 
y1=fft(xc);% convert signal into frequency domain 
y2=[y1(1:K/2) zeros(1,(L-1)*K) y1(K/2+1:K)]; % zero appending for 

interpolation  
x2=L*ifft(y2); % interpolation in time domain  
zdouble = fft(x2); 
zdouble = abs(zdouble(1:length(zdouble)/2)); 
frqdouble = [0:length(zdouble)-1]/Ts;   % frequency scale 
Figure,plot(frqdouble,zdouble); 

  
%%%%%%%% time domain plot of 30a vdsl2 interpolated signal %%%%%%%%%%%%% 

  

  
t=[0:length(x2)-1]/f/L; % time scale 
Figure,plot(t,x2); 
title('Signal after interpolation') 
ylabel('signal amplitude'); 
xlabel('Time samples (second)') 
grid on 

  
t=[0:200]/f/L; % time scale 
Figure,plot(t,x2(1:length(t))); 
title('Signal after interpolation with 200 samples')% plotting time domain 

signal after interpolation with 200 samples 
ylabel('signal amplitude'); 
xlabel('Time samples (second)') 
grid on 

  
%%%%%%%% frequency domain plot of 30a vdsl2 interpolated signal 

%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
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periodogram(real(x2),[],'onesided',512,f*L)  

  

  
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

%%% 
%%%%%%%%%%%%% Modulation for channel %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
x3=ammod(real(x2),fc,fs); % DSB amplitude modulation of the transmitted 

signal 
[x3=ssbmod(real(x2),fc,fs); % SSB amplitude modulation of the transmitted 

signal] 

  
%%%%%%%% Time domain plot of 30a vdsl2 interpolated and amplitude modulated 

signal %%%%%%%%%%%%% 

  

  
t=[0:200]/f/L; % time scale 
Figure,plot(t,x3(1:length(t))); % plot time vs modulated signal  
title('Signal after modulation with 200 samples')% plotting time domain 

signal after modulation with 200 samples 
ylabel('signal amplitude'); 
xlabel('Time samples (second)') 
grid on 

  

  
%%%%%%%% frequency domain plot of 30a vdsl2 interpolated and amplitude 

modulated signal %%%%%%%%%%%%% 

  

  
periodogram(real(x3),[],'onesided',512,fs)  

  
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

%%% 
% Transmission across the channel. Convolution with the channel impulse 

response. 

  
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% CHANNEL  

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

  
y=conv(x3,h); % received data stream.  

  
Figure,plot(y); 
title('Signal after transfer through the channel'); 
ylabel('signal amplitude'); 
xlabel('Time samples(Second)') 

  
% add white noise by measuring modulated signal  
y = awgn(y,SNR,'measured');  
grid on 

  
t=[0:200]/f/L; % time scale 
Figure,plot(t,y(1:length(t))); % plot time vs modulated signal  
title('Signal after adding white noise with 200 samples')% plotting time 

domain signal after modulation with 200 samples 
ylabel('signal amplitude'); 
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xlabel('Time samples (second)') 
grid on 

  

  
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

%%%%% 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

%%%%% 

  
% Receiver Side  

  

  

  
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% demodulation of channel 

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
y=amdemod(y,fc,fs); % DSB amplitude demodulation 
[y=ssbdemod(real(y),fc,fs); % SSB amplitude demodulation] 

 

 
%%%%%%%% Frequency domain plot of 30a vdsl2 interpolated and amplitude 

demodulated signal %%%%%%%%%%%%% 

  

  
periodogram(real(y),[],'onesided',512,f*L)   

  
grid on 

  
%%%%%%%% Time domain plot of 30a vdsl2 interpolated and amplitude 

demodulated signal %%%%%%%%%%%%% 

  

  
t=[0:length(y)-1]/f/L; % time scale 

  
title('Signal after demodulation'); 
ylabel('signal amplitude'); 
xlabel('Time samples(Second)') 
grid on 

  
t=[0:200]/f/L; % time scale 
Figure,plot(t,y(1:length(t))); % plotting time domain signal without 

decimation and after demodulation with 200 samples 
title('Signal before decimation with 200 samples')  
ylabel('signal amplitude'); 
xlabel('Time samples (second)') 
grid on 

  

 
 %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% Down sampling %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% Decimating the signal 

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

  
y3=fft(y); % convert signal into frequency domain   
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y4=[y3(1:K/2) y3((L-1)*K+(K/2)+1:length(y3))]; % removing appending zero in 

frequency domain  
x5=ifft(y4)/L;% divide with interpolating factor in time domain 

  

  

  
%%%%%%%% Frequency domain plot of 30a vdsl2 decimated and amplitude 

demodulated signal %%%%%%%%%%%%% 

  

  
periodogram(real(x5),[],'onesided',512,f)  

  
grid on 

  
%%%%%%%% Frequency domain plot of 30a vdsl2 decimated and amplitude 

demodulated signal %%%%%%%%%%%%% 

  

  
t=[0:50]/f/L; % time scale 
Figure,plot(t,x5(1:length(t))); % plotting time domain signal without 

interpolation with 50 samples 
title('Signal after decimation with 50 samples')  
ylabel('signal amplitude'); 
xlabel('Time samples (second)') 
grid on 

  

 
%remove cyclic prefix  

  
y_mod=x5(v+1:2*N+v); 

  
% Due to the cyclic prefix the convolution is translated to a circular 

convolution  
% and hence the encoded complex symbol with its conjugate is received after 

FFT demodulation  

  
x_recd=fft(y_mod)./fft(h,2*N); 

  
% removing the conjugate parts  

  

  
complex_recd_symbol=x_recd(2:N); 
Figure,subplot(2,1,1),stem(real(complex_recd_symbol)); % plot the real part 

of the complex symbol after removing conj part  
title('Signal after FFT and removal of mirrored data'); 
ylabel('Real Part'); 
subplot(2,1,2), stem(imag(complex_recd_symbol)); 
ylabel('Imaginary Part'); % plot the imaginary part of the complex symbol 

after removing the conj part 
xlabel('Channel/Frequency') 
clc 
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%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%%%%%%%% DECODER %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

  
for i=1:N-1, 
i_comp(i)=real(complex_recd_symbol(i)); 
q_comp(i)=imag(complex_recd_symbol(i)); 
%Calculate the intersymbol spacing (based on a transmit  
    % symbol energy of 1). 
    d = sqrt (6/((2^bit_channel(i))-1)); 

  
    % The number of bits sent to the top and bottom DACs 
    l_top = ceil(bit_channel(i)/2); 
    l_bot = floor(bit_channel(i)/2); 

  
    d_top = i_comp(i); 
    d_bot = q_comp(i); 

  
    v_top = round((d_top/d)+((2.^l_top-1)/2)); 
    v_bot = round((d_bot/d)+((2.^l_bot-1)/2)); 

  
    b_top = [];  
    for j=(1:l_top) 
        b_top = [b_top, rem(v_top,2)]; 
        v_top = floor(v_top/2); 
    end 

  
    b_bot = [];  
for j=(1:l_bot) 
        b_bot = [b_bot, rem(v_bot, 2)]; 
        v_bot = floor(v_bot/2); 
    end 

  
    data_recd{(i)}=[b_top, b_bot]; % allocating received data  
end 

  

  
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%%%% ERROR Calculations %%%%%%%%%%%% 

  
Figure,scatterplot(complex_recd_symbol(1:Nused)); % scatter plot of complex 

symbol  

  

  
err=(complex_recd_symbol-complex_symbol); % calculate difference between 

transmit and recieved symbols 
ne=0; 
bit_err=[data_recd{1,:}]-[data{1,:}]; % calculate the difference between 

transmitted and recieved data  
for i=1:length(bit_err) 
if bit_err(i)==0 
    ne=ne; % for no bit error 
else  
    ne=ne+1; % if bit error occurs  
end 
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end 
ne=ne/length(bit_err) % number of bit error 
 Figure,stem(bit_err)% plot the bit error 
title('Bit error') 
xlabel('Samples') 

  
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% RMS error calculation after interpolation 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% and Modulation %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
for i=1:length(xc) 

     
   diff(i)=xc(i)-real(x5(i)); % calculate the amplitude deviation between 

interpolated and modulated signal and the demodulated and decimated signal 

        
end 
sum=0; 
for i=1:length(xc) 

     
   xk(i)=(diff(i)^2);  
   sum=sum+xk(i); % calculating the sum of the square of the deviations  

     
end 
rms_error_am_int=sqrt(sum/length(xc)) % calculating the root mean square of 

the transmitted and recieved signal 
max_alloc_bit=max(bn_bar) % calculate maximum allocated bit in spectrum 

 

 

MATLAB function for simple water filling bit loading for fixed SNR: 

 
The MATLAB function used to create a practical impression in the simulated system. This code is 

designed by Stanford University, program ee379c. 

 

 
 function [gn,en_bar,bn_bar,Nstar,b_bar]=waterfill(P,SNRmfb,Ex_bar,Ntot,gap) 
clc 
% EE379C 2001-2002 Spring, 
% EE379C 1999-2000 Spring,  
% EE379C 1997-1998 Spring,  
% Written by Atul Salvekar, Edited by Wonjong Rhee 
% 
% function [gn,en_bar,bn_bar,Nstar,b_bar]=waterfill(P,SNRmfb,Ex_bar,N,gap) 
% 
% P is the pulse response 
% SNRmfb is the SNRmfb in dB 
% Ex_bar is the normalized energy 
% Ntot is the total number of real/complex subchannels, Ntot>2 
% gap is the gap in dB 
% 
% gn is channel gain 
% en_bar is the energy/dim in the nth subchannel 
% bn_bar is the bit/dim in the nth subchannel 
% Nstar is the number of subchannel used 
% b_bar is the bit rate 

  
% dB into normal scale 
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Noise_var=Ex_bar*(norm(P)^2)/(10^(SNRmfb/10)); 
gap=10^(gap/10); 

  
% initialization 
en=zeros(1,Ntot); 
bn=zeros(1,Ntot); 
gn=zeros(1,Ntot); 
Hn = zeros(1,Ntot); 

  
% subchannel center frequencies 
f=-1/2+1/Ntot:1/Ntot:1/2; 

  
% find Hn vector 
for i=1:length(P) 
    Hn=Hn+P(i)*exp(j*2*pi*f*(i-1));  
        % This value will be different depending if P represents  
        % P(1) + P(2)*D^-1 + ....  or P(1) + P(2)*D^+1...., 
        % but we'll get same gn, thus same waterfilling result. 
        % (Note that both have the same magnitude response!) 
end 

  
% find gn vector 
gn=abs(Hn).^2/Noise_var; 
%plot(gn) 

  
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% Now do waterfilling % 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

  
%sort 
[gn_sorted, Index]=sort(gn);  % sort gain, and get Index 

  
gn_sorted = fliplr(gn_sorted);% flip left/right to get the largest  
                              % gain in leftside 
Index = fliplr(Index);        % also flip index   

  

  
num_zero_gn = length(find(gn_sorted == 0)); %number of zero gain 

subchannels 
Nstar=Ntot - num_zero_gn ;    
    % Number of used channels,  
    % start from Ntot - (number of zero gain subchannels) 

  
while(1)  
    K=1/Nstar*(Ntot*Ex_bar+gap*sum(1./gn_sorted(1:Nstar)));  
    En_min=K-gap/gn_sorted(Nstar);  % En_min occurs in the worst channel 
    if (En_min<0)        
            Nstar=Nstar-1;  % If negative En, continue with less channels 
    else  
            break;       % If all En positive, done. 
    end 
end 

  
En=K-gap./gn_sorted(1:Nstar);       % Calculate En 
Bn=.5*log2(K*gn_sorted(1:Nstar)/gap);   % Calculate bn 
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bn(Index(1:Nstar))=Bn;      % return values in original index 
en(Index(1:Nstar))=En;      % return values in original index 

  
%middle = Ntot/2;       % Since channel is even, need to display  
middle=1;                                % only half of result 
en_bar=en(middle:Ntot); 
bn_bar=bn(middle:Ntot); 

  
% calculate b_bar 
b_bar=1/Ntot*(sum(bn)); 

  

end 
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Appendix B 

Conversion formula for peak to peak voltage to dBm  

 

Volts_peak_to_peak 

=Volts_rms*SQRT(8) 

 

dBm 

=20*LOG10(Volts_peak_to_peak/SQRT(0.008*Z)) 

 

dBmv 

=20*LOG10(Volts_rms/0.001) 

 

 

 

 

Source: http://www.jneuhaus.com/volts_to_dBm.html  
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Appendix C 

Basic measurements of the designed system for POF and coaxial channel: 

 

Here checking the feasibility of the designed system by the response of different in band frequencies 

in time and frequency domain (for 138kHz, 1MHz, 5MHz, 17MHz). This is verified for copper and 

POF channel as well. 

 

Coaxial Channel: 

 

For coaxial channel the mentioned signals are used as baseband signal. All the signal power has power 

of +0dBm (0.632V peak to peak) which is standard for VDSL2 system though it can be varying in real 

VDSL2 system and for all cases the spectrum analyzer setting is: 

 

RBW = 300 Hz 

RF Attenuation = 10 dB 

VBW= 5 KHz 

SWT=5s 

 

For all case of time domain signal in this measurement: 

Baseband (Purple) 

Carrier (Green) 

Modulated & Received signal (Blue) 
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Frequency domain representation:  

Table: Frequency domain representation of modulated and demodulated spectrum for basic measurement of 

copper channel.  

Frequency Modulated Spectrum Demodulated spectrum 

138 KHz  

 

Modulated spectrum (LSB) power (34.537MHz)= 

 -69.76 dBm 

 

 

Demodulated & filtered  spectrum power (138 

kHz)= -60.02 dBm 

 

 

 

 

 

1 MHz 

 

 

 

 

Modulated spectrum (LSB) power (33.4MHz)=  

-69.52 dBm 

 

 

 

 

Demodulated & filtered  spectrum power (1 

MHz)=  

-58.41 dBm 
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5 MHz  

 

 

Modulated spectrum (LSB) power (29.4MHz)=  

-69.52 dBm 

 

 

 

Demodulated & filtered  spectrum power (5 

MHz)=  

-69.81 dBm 

17 MHz  

 

 

 

Modulated spectrum (LSB) power (17.4MHz)=  

-66.62 dBm 

 

 

 

Demodulated & filtered  spectrum power (17 

MHz)=  

-60.75 dBm 

 

Time domain representation:  

 

In case of modulated signal the normal running view and single snap view are takes. Because in the 

running view the modulated signal is look like perfect modulated signal like as theory but to analyze 

the proper signal single snap signal is also given.  

 

Table: Time domain representation of modulated and demodulated spectrum for basic measurement of 
copper channel.  
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Frequency Modulated Signal Demodulated signal 

138kHz 

 

 

Normal Signal :  

Baseband  

Signal 

(Ch3) (Volt/div)=200mV 

Carrier 

Signal 

(Ch4)(Volt/div)= 5V 

Time/div=2.00 us  

 

 

 

 

Single snap : 

Baseband  

Signal 

(Ch3) (Volt/div)=200mV 

 

Carrier 

Signal 

 

 

 

 

Baseband (Ch3) (Volt/div)=200mV 

Received Signal (Ch2)(Volt/div)= 20 mV 

Time/div=4.00 us  
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(Ch4)(Volt/div)= 5V 

 

Modulated signal 

(Ch2) 

=200 mV 

 

Time/div=400 ns 

 

1MHz 

 

 

Normal view : 

 

Baseband  

Signal 

(Ch3) (Volt/div)=200mV 

 

Carrier 

Signal 

(Ch4)(Volt/div)= 5V 

 

Time/div=400 ns  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Baseband (Ch3) (Volt/div)=200mV 

 

Received 

Signal (Ch2)(Volt/div)= 20 mV 

 

Time/div=400 ns  
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Single snap:  

 

Baseband  

Signal 

(Ch3) (Volt/div)=200mV 

 

Modulated  

Signal (Ch2) 

=200 mV 

 

Carrier 

Signal 

(Ch4)(Volt/div)= 5V 

 

Time/div=100 ns  
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5MHz 

 

 

Normal  

View: 

 

Baseband  

Signal 

(Ch3) (Volt/div)=200mV 

 

Carrier 

Signal 

(Ch4)(Volt/div)= 5V 

 

Time/div=100 ns 

 

 

 

 

 

Baseband  

Signal 

(Ch3) (Volt/div)=200mV 

 

 

 

 

Baseband (Ch3) (Volt/div)=200mV 

Received 

Signal (Ch2)(Volt/div)= 20 mV 

Time/div=100 ns  
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Modulated  

Signal (Ch2) 

=200 mV 

 

Carrier 

Signal 

(Ch4)(Volt/div)= 5V 

 

Time/div=20 ns  

 

17 MHz 

 

 

Normal View: 

 

Baseband  

Signal 

(Ch3) (Volt/div)=200mV 

 

Carrier 

Signal 

(Ch4)(Volt/div)= 5V 

 

Time/div=40.0 ns  

 

 

 

Baseband (Ch3) (Volt/div)=200mV 

 

Received 

Signal (Ch2)(Volt/div)= 20 mV 

 

Time/div=20.0 ns 
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Single 

Snap:  

 

Baseband  

Signal 

(Ch3) (Volt/div)=200mV 

Modulated  

Signal (Ch2) 

=200 mV 

Carrier 

Signal 

(Ch4)(Volt/div)= 5V 

 

Time/div=10.0 ns 

 

 

POF Channel (0.8 meter): 

 

For POF channel same frequencies as Coaxial cable are used. Such as 138 kHz, 1 MHz, 5MHz, 12 

MHz and 17 MHz signals are used as baseband signal. A photo of modulation/demodulation system 

with POF channel setup is give below: 
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Figure: measurement set up of modulator and demodulator system with 0.8m POF channel 

 

 

All signals have power of +0 dBm (0.632 V peak to peak). So the readings of modulated and 

demodulated signal for the mention frequencies are given below:  

 

Frequency domain representation:  

 

Table: Frequency domain representation of modulated and demodulated spectrum for basic 
measurement of POF channel.  

 

Frequency Modulated Spectrum Demodulated spectrum 

138 KHz 

 

 

Modulated spectrum (LSB) power (34.249MHz)= 

 -79.93 dBm 

 

 

Demodulated & filtered  spectrum power (138 kHz)=  

-59.52 dBm 
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1 MHz 

 

 

Modulated spectrum (LSB) power (33.4MHz)=  

-80.60 dBm 

 

 

Demodulated & filtered  spectrum power (1 MHz) =  

-65.96 dBm 

5 MHz 

 

 

Modulated spectrum (LSB) power (29.4MHz)=  

-79.87 dBm 

 

 

Demodulated & filtered  spectrum power (5 MHz)=  

-66.08 dBm 

17 MHz 

 

RBW = 300 Hz 

RF Attenuation = 10 dB 

VBW= 5 KHz 

SWT=5s 

Modulated spectrum (LSB) power (17.4MHz)= -78.36 

dBm 

 

 

RBW = 300 Hz 

RF Attenuation = 10 dB 

VBW= 5 KHz 

SWT=5s 

Demodulated & filtered  spectrum power (17 MHz)=  

-67.05 dBm 
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Time domain representation:  

 

In case of modulated signal the normal running view and single snap view are takes. Because in the 

running view the modulated signal is look like perfect modulated signal like as theory but to analyze 

the proper signal single snap signal is also given at table. 

 

Table Time domain representation of modulated and demodulated spectrum for basic measurement of 
copper channel.  

 

Frequency Modulated Signal Demodulated signal 

138kHz 

 

Normal View:  

Baseband  

Signal 

(Ch3) (Volt/div)=200mV 

Carrier 

Signal 

(Ch4)(Volt/div)= 5V 

Time/div=1.00 us  

 

 

 

 

 

Baseband (Ch3) (Volt/div)=200mV 

Received 

Signal (Ch2)(Volt/div)= 20 mV 

Time/div=2.00 us  
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Single 

Snap:  

Baseband  

Signal 

(Ch3) (Volt/div)=200mV 

Modulated  

Signal (Ch2) 

=50 mV 

Carrier 

Signal 

(Ch4)(Volt/div)= 5V 

Time/div=400 ns 

 

1MHz 

 

Baseband  

Signal 

(Ch3) (Volt/div)=200mV 

Carrier 

Signal 

(Ch4)(Volt/div)= 5V 

Time/div=100 ns 

 

 

 

 

Baseband Signal (Ch3) (Volt/div)=200mV 

 

 

Received Signal (Ch2)(Volt/div)= 20 mV 

Time/div=400 ns  
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Single 

Snap:  

Baseband  

Signal 

(Ch3) (Volt/div)=200mV 

 

Modulated  

Signal (Ch2) 

=50 mV 

 

Carrier 

Signal 

(Ch4)(Volt/div)= 5V 

Time/div=100 ns 

 

5MHz 

 

 

Normal View: 

Baseband  

Signal 

(Ch3) (Volt/div)=200mV 

Carrier 

Signal 

(Ch4)(Volt/div)= 5V 

Time/div=100 ns  

 

 

 

 

 

Baseband (Ch3) (Volt/div)=200mV 

Received 

Signal (Ch2)(Volt/div)= 20 mV 

Time/div=100 ns  
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Single 

Snap:  

Baseband  

Signal 

(Ch3) (Volt/div)=200mV 

Modulated  

Signal (Ch2) 

=50 mV 

Carrier 

Signal 

(Ch4)(Volt/div)= 5V 

Time/div=20.0 ns 

17 MHz 

 

Normal  

View: 

Baseband  

Signal 

(Ch3) (Volt/div)=200mV 

Carrier 

Signal 

(Ch4)(Volt/div)= 5V 

Time/div=10.0 ns  

 

 

 

 

 

Baseband (Ch3) (Volt/div)=200mV 

Received 

Signal (Ch2)(Volt/div)= 20 mV 

Time/div=20.0 ns 
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A16 

 

 

 

Single 

Snap:  

Baseband  

Signal 

(Ch3) (Volt/div)=200mV 

Modulated  

Signal (Ch2) 

=50 mV 

Carrier 

Signal 

(Ch4)(Volt/div)= 5V 

Time/div=10.0 ns 

 

 


